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AINSWORTH

AINSWORTH, William Harrison
1. The Goldsmith’s Wife. With 12 illustrations by F. Gilbert. John
Dicks, Office of ‘Bow Bells’, 313 Strand. Double-column text, half
title printed on recto of front., plates. 20thC maroon moiré cloth,
brown calf spine ruled in gilt, black leather label. A very clean copy.
¶See Sadleir 12, Wolff 49, and Locke p.57 for first edition of
1875. This edition not in BL; Chetham’s, Manchester, and
Leicester only on Copac. OCLC adds three further copies at
Oxford, Notre Dame, and NYU.

[c.1875]

2.

£380

SOUTH-SEA BUBBLE
The South-Sea Bubble. With nineteen illustrations by Edward Henry Corbould.
John Dicks, Office of ‘Bow Bells’, 313 Strand. Double-column text, half title
printed on recto of front., ad. on verso of title, plates.
20thC maroon moiré cloth, brown calf spine ruled in
gilt, black leather label. A very clean copy.
¶Not in Sadleir; Wolff 71 in pink wrappers; Locke, p.50.
Locke declares this the first and only book edition, with
a first issue in green wrappers and a later issue in buff or
green wrappers. As the wrappers are not bound in here, it
is unclear which issue this is. Serialised in Bow Bells 1868.
The advertisement on the verso of the title lists 13 other
novels by Ainsworth uniform with this one and priced at
sixpence each. The South Sea Bubble was a notorious
stock market scandal, in which The South Sea Company,
having been granted a monopoly for trade in the region saw
enormous growth in its share value. However, the War of
the Spanish Succession meant that there was no real chance
of the company realising its monopoly, and in 1720, share
values plummeted, and thousands were ruined.

[1871]

3.

_____

£650

TALBOT HARLAND
Talbot Harland. With ten illustrations by F. Gilbert. John Dicks,
Office of ‘Bow Bells’, 313 Strand. Double-column text, front., plates.
20thC maroon moiré cloth, brown calf spine ruled in gilt, black
leather label. A very clean copy.

[1871]

¶See Sadleir 30; not in Wolff. Sadleir’s copy is published
by ‘John Dicks’, (110)pp including ads. Sadleir dates his
copy [1870]. The Bodleian copy (‘John Dicks’) is also
undated, [1870?]; the University of Sheffield copy is ‘John
Dicks, Office of “Bow Bells”,’ undated. Locke’s Ainsworth
bibliography (p.52) describes this title, originally published
in wrappers, as ‘very scarce’. He dates the first edition as
1871, following the serial publication in Bow Bells, 1870.
Bound without half title or ads.

£380

ALMANACKS

5

4

7

6

ALMANACKS
4.

1863 WELSH ALMANACK - UNRECORDED
BASSETT, Charles. Bassett’s Family Almanack for 1863 ... Pontypridd &
Treforest: C. Bassett. Illus. Orig. mustard printed paper wrappers, stabbed as
issued; sl. creased & dulled. A nice copy as issued. (26)pp.
¶Not recorded on Copac or OCLC. Charles Bassett, of Pontypridd &
Treforest, Wales, was a pharmaceutical chemist, bookseller, stationer, and
news agent. In addition to the 12 page illustrated almanack, there are 14
pages of advertisements, on mustard paper, for Bassett’s products together
with other local businesses. Price one penny.

1863
5.

THE BOUDOIR CALENDAR
(BEECHAM, Thomas) The Language of Flowers & Boudoir Calendar. 1887.
Davies & Davies. A few ink annotations. Litho. printed wraps, sewn as issued;
spine torn along fold. (16)pp.
¶Not in BL; Wellcome only on Copac; not on OCLC.

1887
6.

£50

PICTORIAL ALMANACK FOR 1875 - UNRECORDED
BENNETT, E. Bennett’s Pictorial Almanack for 1875. Ledbury: E. Bennett,
chemist. llus. Orig. mauve printed paper wrappers; sl. worn. 32pp.
¶Not recorded on Copac or OCLC.

1875
7.

£75

£65

1871 IN ORIGINAL WRAPPERS
CASSELL. Cassell’s Illustrated Almanack for 1871. Cassell, Petter, &
Galpin. Front., illus. title, illus. Orig. colour printed wrappers, sewn as issued;
some sl. wear to spine, but a nice copy. 80pp.
¶Price sixpence.

1871

£65

ALMANACKS

8

8.

9

10

11

HOUSEHOLD GUIDE & CALENDAR
CHIMNEY. The Chimney Corner Almanac. 1871. Office, Warwick House.
Colour front. & plates, illus. Colour printed paper wrappers; sl. wear to spine.
A nice copy as issued. 64pp.
¶Price one shilling. Not recorded on Copac, but OCLC records a single
copy, at the BL. An extensively illustrated household guide and calendar.

1871
9.

10.

1840 DAILY CALENDAR
ENGLISHMAN. The Englishman’s Almanack; or, Daily calendar of general
information for the year 1840. Printed for the Company of Stationers. Illus.;
paper flaw pp 41-48 with loss of text largely to pp 45-48. Orig. grey printed
paper wrappers. v.g. 72pp.
1840
£35
MINIATURE NEW YORK ALMANACK
FRIENDS’ BOOK & TRACT COMMITTEE. Pocket Almanac for 1901.
New York: Friends’ Book & Tract Committee. Orig. grey printed paper
wrappers, stapled as issued; staples rusted, contents loose in binding. (40)pp,
8.5 x 3.5cm.
¶OCLC records a single copy at Swarthmore College.

1901
11.

£75

£25

IN ORIGINAL WRAPPERS - NORFOLK
GOULD, William, pub. William Gould’s Companion to the Almanacs, for
the year 1877, containing lists of fairs in Norfolk and other useful information.
Swaffham: William Gould. Illus, 16pp cata., ads. Stabbed but entirely
unsewn, loosely inserted into orig. yellow printed paper wrappers. v.g. 36pp.
¶Not recorded on Copac or OCLC. The 18th year of publication.

1877

£85

ALMANACKS

12

12.

13

14

15

UNRECORDED NOTTINGHAM ALMANACK
MAPLES, Robert Sewell, pub. Maples’ Companion to the Almanack for 1833.
12mo. Nottingham: R.S. Maples. A few contemp. ink annotations. Uncut in
light brown printed paper wrappers; one old vertical fold, sl. marked. v.g. 24pp.
¶Not recorded on Copac or OCLC; we can find no record of an Almanack
published by Maples who was active between 1828 and 1840. The
companion to a regional almanack listing the local Members of Parliament,
magistrates, mails & coaches, carriers’ carts, waggons, &c. Price
threepence.

1833

£120

13.

MOORE, Francis. Vox Stellarum! Old Moore’s almanack, for the year 1875.
T. Roberts & Co. Illus. Orig. illus. printed paper wrappers. Disbound.
1875
£45

14.

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL UNION. The Educational Almanack, 1885.
National Education Union. Illus. title, rubricated text. Illus. printed paper
wrappers, black cloth spine; small tear with loss to upper corner of front
wrapper, a few small marginal tears.
¶Price sixpence.

1885
15.

£45

FOR COUNTRY GENTS
ORACLE. The Oracle of Human Life; an Almanack for sportsmen, farmers,
gardeners, and country gentlemen, for the year 1839. A.H. Baily & Co. Initial
ads., front., additional engr. front., plates, ads. Orig. light brown printed paper
wrappers; sl. creased & worn. Contemp. ownership inscription of Llewellyn
Irby, 1839.
¶Price 2s 6d. Not recorded on Copac.

1839

£75

ALMANACKS

16

16.

19

EIGHT ISSUES OF A YORKSHIRE ALMANACK
PENISTONE. Penistone Almanack. Eight issues. Penistone: J. H. Wood. 8
vols, illus. Orig. yellow, pink or grey printed paper wrappers, stapled as issued;
some sl. marginal wear, a few pencilinscriptions to covers. Nice copies as issued.
¶Price 4d. Issues for 1919, 1921-23, 1927, 1932, 1935 & 1936. Penistone
is a market town in South Yorkshire.

1919-1936
17.

£150

1877 PUNCH IN PAPER WRAPPERS
PUNCH. Punch’s Almanack. 1877. Punch publishing office. Folding plate
loosely inserted, illus. Unopened in illus. printed paper wrappers; sl. fraying
to edges. 16pp.
¶Price 1s. Loosely inserted is also an original advertisement for ‘a new
illustrated Christmas number’ entitled ‘Holy Christmas’.

1877
18.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY. The Christian Almanack for the Year
1839, being the third after leap year. RTS. Front. Orig. green moiré printed
paper wrappers. a.e.g. a v.g. crisp copy. 72pp.
¶Price eightpence.

1839
19.

£65

£75

PERFUMER’S ALMANACK
RIMMELL, Eugène. Rimmel’s Almanack. 1867, 1868, & 1869. Small
oblong folio. Eugène Rimmel. Chromolitho. illus. Chromolitho. wrappers,
sewn as issued. Each issue 8pp including wrappers. 7 x 9cm.
¶Copac records two issues (for 1852 & 53) at the BL only. The issue for
1867 is entitled the Universal Exhibition; 1868 is Shakespeare’s Seven
Ages; 1869 is National Sports and Pastimes. Published by the the Frenchborn British perfumer Eugène Rimmel, 1820-1887.

1867/1868/1869

£75

ALMANACKS

20

20.

21

SUTTON, W. D., pub. Sutton’s Household Almanack and Year-Book of
Useful Knowledge for 1878. Buxton: W. D. Sutton. Orig. printed paper
wrappers; sl. browned. Disbound. (48)pp.
¶Copac records only one issue of this title, at the BL, dated 1873; not
recorded on OCLC.

1878
21.

22

£50

UNRECORDED HAT MANUFACTURER’S ALMANACK
YEOMANS, J. Almanack for 1878. J. Yeomans. Illus. Orig. purple printed
paper wrappers, sewn as issued; sewing partially loose. A nice copy as issued.
(40)pp.
¶Not recorded on Copac. J. Yeoman, hat manufacturer, 73 Norfolk
Terrace, Westbourne Grove. With full page and smaller illustrations
accompanying historical anecdotes, tales, and titbits.

1878
_____

£75

ANONYMOUS
22.

THE SHORTEST FOLLIES ARE ALWAYS THE BEST
Le Cousin de Faublas, ou Les plus courtes folies sont les meilleurs. 2
vols. A Paris, chez Lemarchand, Libraire, ... Contemp. continental half
calf, marbled boards, spines ruled in gilt, pale green labels. v.g. Contemp.
ownership initials on titlepages of G.W.C. Booklabels: at front of Fleetwood,
Odensviholm (Sweden) and at back, bedroom books label of Kurt Winberg.
v.g., attractive copy.
¶Only one copy of this mildly erotic novel is recorded by Worldcat
at UCLA; the only name associated with this copy is presumably a
previous owner, Viscount Charles Lindley Wood Halifax. UCLA records
frontispieces, which may be inserted as in this copy there are absolutely no
signs of any being bound or tipped in.

An. 9 [1801]

£250

ANONYMOUS

23.

Four Naive Watercolours, including ‘Janvier About to Kill the Indian Who had
Relieved His Anger’. 4 naive watercolours on rectos only of four leaves of
wove paper; sewn into 18thC sugar paper printed wrappers, an advertisement
for William Henry Hall’s New Encylopædia. v.g.
¶Four sketches depicting scenes from accounts published in periodicals
of the early 1820s, including The Mirror of Literature, Amusement and
Instruction, volume I, 1822-23. The tale of Charles Janvier was first
published in John Long’s Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter
and Trader, 1791. The Mirror published an abridged version in November
1822. Janvier and two other servants had been sent by their master, Mr
Fulton, to catch supplies of meat and fish. Saved from hunger by a passing
native Canadian who gives them food, Janvier kills and eats the stranger, a
fate he later inflicts on one of his fellow servants.
Volume I of The Mirror also recounts the story of the ‘Rescue of the
Emperor Basilius Maredo’ the final sketch in this volume. The Emperor,
snagged by a stag whilst hunting, is saved by the sword of a servant who is
subsequently sentenced to death for drawing his sword in the presence of
the Emperor.
The tale of the first sketch, ‘Sultan Mahamoud punishing a Ravisher’, is
told in Knapp and Baldwin’s Newgate Calendar, 1824. The final sketch,
‘A Miser Distracted’ appears to be a depiction of Aesop’s fable ‘The Miser
and his Gold’, in which a miser concentrates all his wealth into one lump
of gold which he buries before it is stolen from him.

[c.1823]

£380

ANONYMOUS

MUNCHAUSEN
24. The Surprising Travels and Adventures of Baron Munchausen,
in Russia, the Caspian Sea, Iceland ... a voyage to the moon
and dog star; with many extraordinary particulars relative to
the cooking animals in those planets which are there called the
human species. A sequel containing his expedition into Africa
- his being buried in a whirlwind of sand ... Published for the
Booksellers. Front., plates (3 folding); 1 plate with closed
tear, repaired. Untrimmed in orig. pebble-grained orange
cloth, dec. in blind, spine lettered in gilt; a little marked, spine
sl. dulled. Bookseller’s ticket of C. & E. Brown, Bayswater
on leading pastedown, ownership syamp of W.J.F. Galloway
on leading f.e.p.
¶While the titlepage declares this is ‘two vols in one’,
the pages and chapters are sequentially numbered. The
frontispiece is from the 1796 Symonds edition, and the
plates from the Kearsley edition of 1787.

_____
25.

[c.1840]

£120

EMMA - FIRST ONE-VOLUME EDITION
AUSTEN, Jane. Emma: A novel. Richard Bentley. (Standard
Novels, no. XXV.) Front. & additional engr. title; bound without
series title, pp 15-19 sl. dusted & with expertly executed minor
repairs in outer margins, light stain on pp 273/4. Handsomely
rebound in half dark blue calf, raised gilt bands, compartments
in gilt, maroon morocco label. A very attractive copy.
¶Gilson D2; Sadleir 3734a. The second edition, and first onevolume edition, in 485 pages. This edition omitted the dedication
to the Prince Regent.

1833
26.

£1,650

BARRIE, James Matthew. George Meredith. FIRST
EDITION. 16mo. Constable. Half title, 1 illus. Unopened in orig. cream
cloth, bordered in red, lettered in gilt; sl. marked. A nice copy. Ex libris
bookplate of Augustus Vanderpoel on leading pastedown.
¶Barrie’s obituary of his friend, the novelist George Meredith, who exerted
a considerable literary influence upon him.

1909
27.

£20

AESOP’S FABLES: BEWICK CUTS
BEWICK, Thomas. The Fables of Aesop, and others, with Designs on Wood,
by Thomas Bewick. 2nd edn. Newcastle: printed by E. Walker, for T. Bewick
and Son. Engr. receipt page signed by Thomas & Robert Bewick, vignette
title, illus. Untrimmed in orig. drab boards, rebacked in brown cloth; boards a
little worn & marked. Ownership inscription of Jane Smith, Calthorpe Street
on leading f.e.p.
¶Tattersfield TB1.36. The royal octavo format with the hand-coloured
hawthorn leaf on the title. This is number 82 of the limited run of copies

BEWICK
with the ‘thumbprint’ receipt page. Bewick’s engravings were adapted
from Kirkall’s illustrations in the 1722 edition (these in turn were based
on those in an earlier French edition) ‘but in Bewick’s hands the familiar
images were full of wit and energy: the fox became a real fox, the ass a
recognisable beast’. The 1818 first edition was notoriously poorly printed.

1823

£250

27

28.

27

28

BEWICK, Thomas. A General History of Quadrupeds. The figures engraved
on wood by Thomas Bewick. 8th edn. Newcastle: printed by E. Walker, for T.
Bewick and Son. Engr. title, illus.; a little spotted. Untrimmed in orig. brown
boards, rebacked in brown cloth; boards a little worn & marked.
¶Tattersfireld TB1.10.

29.

1824
£150
BRANGWYN, Frank. A Late Victorian Album Containing Two Early
Seascapes by Frank Brangwyn, R.A. 2 pen & ink sketches by Brangwyn,
together with a further 10 anonymous or unidentified sketches, in watercolour,
pen & ink, six tipped in and one loosely inserted, with 5pp ms. Bound with
numerous blanks in a dark brown morocco-grained calf album by De Saint
Martin Soeurs, Paris; sl. rubbed. a.e.g.
¶A sparsely used album containing two early maritime sketches by the
Anglo-Welsh painter and designer Frank Brangwyn, 1867-1956. Both
are initialled FB with one dated 1885; both are accompanied by a pencil
inscription attributing them to Brangwyn. Son of an ecclesiastical architect
and craftsman William Curtis Brangwyn, Frank was sent to the South
Kensington Museum where he met Harold Rathbone and Arthur Heygate
Mackmurdo, through whom he met William Morris. Morris employed the
teenage Brangwyn as a glazier and, later on, wallpaper and embroidery
work. Brangwyn’s breakthrough as an artist came in 1885, the year of these
sketches, when a piece of his work, a maritime scene ‘A Bit on the Esk’,
was exhibited at the Royal Academy. This encouraged Brangwyn to draw
together his love of art and the sea, spending much of the next few years on
ships, drawing the seascapes for which he became known. Other sketches in
the album include, ‘The Alhambra, Granada’, initialled ‘FK 90’, and ‘Ruins
of the Old Residency, Lucknow’, initialled ‘PB’. Also included are a pen
& ink illustration from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and 5 pages of
manuscript, quotations from Carlyle and Ruskin. The anony image used for
the cover of this catalogue is loosely inserted.

[c.1885]

£380

29

BRITISH MUSEUM

30.

FIRST GUIDE TO THE READING ROOM
BRITISH MUSEUM. British Museum. New Reading-Room and Libraries.
John Murray. Half title (acting as front. wrapper), front., plan of the Reading
Room; Pp 1 and 16 slightly dusted. Sewn as issued. 16pp.
¶This the first published guide. Antonio Panizzi, the British Museum’s
Keeper of Printed Books, oversaw the
building of the Round Reading Room
in the courtyard of the BM building,
1854-57. Designed by the architect
Sydney Smirke, the magnificent
domed structure provided the perfect
centrepiece for the Museum. After
a champagne opening for the Great
and Good, the new building was
opened to the public for nine days in
May 1857, when over 60,000 people
visited. Despite an intensive campaign
to keep the Round Reading Room in
use as an integral part of the British
Library when it moved to St Pancras in
1997, the room now lies, shamefully,
in mothballs. It is listed grade 1, which means that it must be retained in
its entirety with all shelving and desks. Purpose-built as an inspiring room
for readers and researchers, it has no other reason for existence than as a
Reading Room.

1857
31.

£120

WHITECHAPEL MURDER - UNRECORDED BROADSIDE
BROADSIDE. (LANE, Harriet) Whitechapel Murder. A lament for Harriet
Lane. Leicester. n.p. Single sheet broadside on card, printed on recto only
within black mourning border; two pin holes at upper margin, sl. crease to
lower right corner.
¶Not recorded on Copac or OCLC; no copies traced. A six stanza lament
for Harriet Lane who was murdered by her lover Henry Wainwright. A
successful brushmaker and temperance advocate, Wainwright was a
seemingly respectable husband and father to four children. He murdered
Harriet, who had two children by Wainwright, and buried her under his
shop before disinterring and dismembering her body in an attempt to
dispose of the body. He was arrested, convicted of murder and hanged in
December 1875.
‘Oh! where was thy conscience thou dark man of blood,
when all unsuspecting before thee stood?
Though she’s gone through death’s valley, yet thy hands bear a stain,
‘Tis the blood-mark of thy victim, lost Harriet Lane’.

October 1875

£450 †

CHILDREN’S BOOKS
32.

ANONYMOUS. The Cottage Fire-Side. 12mo. Dublin: printed by Napper
and White. Front., illus. Contemp. full speckled calf, later red morocco label;
a little rubbed. Ownership inscription of ‘C. Wykeham Martin, Leeds Castle’
on leading f.e.p. A nice copy.

CHILDREN’S BOOKS
¶First published 1821. A mixture of literature intended both to improve
and to entertain young minds. The frame for the stories is a rural Irish
fireside. The Wykeham Martins are a prominent political family who held
Leeds Castle, in Kent, from 1793 until 1926.

1826

£85

32

33.

34

35

ANONYMOUS. Little Facts for Little People by S.T.C. FIRST EDITION.
Seeley, Jackson & Halliday. Front., engr. plates, 2pp cata. Orig. maroon cloth
decoratively blocked in blind & gilt; spine faded & a little rubbed, rear board
sl. rippled. Bookplate of Maie Mitchell & bookseller’s ticket of Sefton &
MacKenzie on leading pastedown.
¶BL, Oxford, Cambridge, and NLS only on Copac; OCLC adds Florida
and Toronto Public Library. Animal stories.

1867
34.

£75

BETHAM-EDWARDS, Matilda Barbara. Snow-Flakes and the Stories they
told the Children. Illustrated by Hablot K. Browne. 4to. George Routledge
& Sons. Col. front., illus. Orig. pictorial paper-covered boards, maroon cloth
spine; marked, dulled & a little rubbed.
¶The first edition was published by Sampson, Low in the 1860s. Hablot K.
Browne, 1815-1882, better known as ‘Phiz’, is today largely remembered
for his illustrations of Dickens’s novels.

[1881]
35.

£35

BROWN, Mrs. J.W. Muriel’s Dreamland. A fairy tale. With illustrations by
the authoress and her daughter, Alberta Brown. Large quarto edn. Griffith &
Farran. Half title, front., plates, 6pp ‘Opinions of the Press’; occasional sl.
spotting. Orig. green bevelled boards, pictorially blocked & bordered in gilt.
a.e.g. A lovely copy.
¶No copies recorded in North America. Copac lists 6 copies only; OCLC
adds one further copy, at Rijkmuseum Amsterdam. Sponsored by the
Artist’s Own Art Union. Also issued in brown cloth. Slightly grittier in
tone than many other fairy tales of the day, it is nonetheless transporting
and - of course - ends happily.

1871

£150

31

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

36

36.

37

MEMOIRS OF A CANARY BIRD
BUCKLE, Mrs. Matthew Hughes George. Fifi; or, Memoirs of a Canary
Bird. 2nd edn. Edward Bumpus. Half title, front., plates Orig. pebble-grained
purple cloth, bordered in blind, blocked & lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded. 90pp.
¶This edition not in BL; UCL only on Copac. A whimsical children’s
story told from an avian perspective.

[c.1865]
37.

£120

CAMPBELL, Mrs. Edmund. Buckets and Spades. Nursery rhymes. With
illusrtations by M.A.C. FIRST EDITION. 4to. Dean & Son. Col. front., illus.
Orig. glazed pictorial boards, green cloth spine; v. sl. wear to corners, a little
rubbed & marked but a nice, fresh copy. Ownership inscription of Ellery Yale
Wood on leading f.e.p. 32pp.
¶BL, NLS, and Cambridge only on Copac; OCLC adds California,
Princeton, and Vancouver Public Library. Novel nursery rhymes set
to music; ‘The Elephant’s Bath’ and ‘The Very Sagacious Mouse’ are
particular favourites.

[1883]
38.

38

£250

FAIR ROMANCE
(CONSTABLE, Thomas) Prince Perindo’s Wish. A fairy romance for youths
and maidens. FIRST EDITION. Edmonston and Douglas. Front., illus. Orig.
green cloth, bevelled boards, bordered in black, pictorially blocked & lettered
in gilt. Inscriptions naming author & illustrator on leading f.e.p. & titlepage.
a.e.g. A nice copy. 84pp.
¶Thomas Constable, 1812-1881, was an Edinburgh printer. The book was
illustrated by his friend Albert Cay, probably of the family of Edinburgh
wine merchants. A wry fantasy story of a younger son, ‘for everyone with
the slightest pretension to Fairy lore is well aware that eldest sons are of no
use whatsoever, except at the beginning of the first chapter, to meet an old
woman in a wood ...’

1874

£150

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

39.

CRUIKSHANK, George. George Cruikshank’s Fairy Library. Routledge,
Warne & Routledge. Front., illus., half titles, plates; minor repair to front.
Orig. blue pebble-grained cloth, blocked in blind & gilt, recased retaining
original spine strip; dulled & rubbed. Bookplate of Edward L. Cappell on
leading pastedown.
¶See Cohn 196-199. An early collected edition, including ‘Puss in
Boots’, Hop o’ My Thumb’, ‘Jack and the Bean-Stalk’, and ‘Cinderella’.
Cruikshanks’s Fairy Library contributed to the
strained relationship between Cruikshank and Charles
Dickens beginning in the 1840s and 50s. Cruikshank
was a staunch teetotaler, and as such at odds with
the more moderate tendencies of Dickens. They
argued over the matter, with Dickens declaring
that the illustrator’s opinions were overly preachy
and impaired his artistic judgement. Dickens took
particular issue with the Fairy Library, in which
he perceived the playfulness and innocence of the
fairy tale as subordinate to Cruikshank’s moralising.
In 1853 Dickens wrote an article for Household
Words, which, though playful in tone, condemned
the Fairy series, driving a wedge between him and
his illustrator. In ‘Frauds on the Fairies’ Dickens
lamented, ‘we have lately observed, with pain, the
intrusion of a Whole Hog of unwieldly dimensions
into the fairy flower garden. The rooting of the
animal among the roses would in itself have awakened in us nothing but
indignation; our pain arises from his being violently driven in by a man of
genius, our own beloved friend Mr George Cruikshank ... But, to “editing”
Ogres, and Hop-’o-my-thumbs and their families, our dear moralist has
in a rash moment taken, as a means of propagating the doctrines of Total
Abstinence ...’. Cruikshank would later respond to the allegations made
by Dickens, defending his right to inculcate moral principles. (See Kitton,
Dickens and His Illustrators.) See also items 46 & 92.

[c.1865]
40.

£250

DARTON, William, pub. The Chronology of Roman Emperors, in prose
and verse. Small 4to. William Darton & Son. Printed on pink paper, illus.;
upper margins a little damp marked. Orig. limp
cloth-covered wrappers, lettered in gil; spine a
little damp affected, spine & edges a little worn.
Ownership inscription of George W. Greenwell on
leading pastedown [iv], (36)pp.
¶Not on Copac; Teachers College Columbia and
Princeton only on OCLC. Each of the thirty-six
emperors has an illustration with a brief, serious
history in two columns, followed by a witty fourline verse:
‘In the year fifteen was Tiberius enthroned,
And the people at first his clemency own’d;
But he treated his kinsmen with cruelty gross:In his reign was our Saviour nail’d to the cross.’

[c.1835]

£220
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41

41.

42

D’AULNOY, Marie-Catherine Le Jumel de Barneville, Baroness. Fortunio.
Illustrated by J.W. 4to. Edinburgh: William Blackwood. Front., 7 plates; text
rather spotted, front. & 4 plates lacking tissue guards. Contemp. red cloth by
John Gray, Edinburgh, pictorially blocked in gilt; dulled & a little marked.
a.e.g. 23pp.
¶First published in English in 1804 by Tabart & Co. ‘J.W.’ is Jemima
Wedderburn (later Jemima Blackburn), the renowned Scottish fauna
painter.

1847
42.

43

£150

HOLLAND OR ODDLAND?
DODGE, Mary Mapes. Hans Brinker; or, The Silver Skates. Sampson
Low. Half titles, front., plates. Ads on final pastedown; leading pastedown v.
sl. damp affected. Orig. green pictorial cloth, blocked in black & gilt; a little
rubbed & marked. Gift inscription ‘For Ellise, with Aunt Annie’s best love,
April 16th 1885’.
¶First published 1866. A zesty rags-to-riches treasure hunt, largely a
vehicle for inaccurate but affectionate observations about the Dutch:
‘Holland is one of the queerest countries under the sun, it should be called
Odd-land or Contrary-land’.

1880
43.

£40

SCARCE DARTON PUBLICATION
(ELLIOTT, Mary) Innocent Poetry, for infant minds. 4th edn, considerably
improved. 12mo. Printed for W. Darton, Jun. Front., engr. plates, 3pp cata.
Sl. later red cloth, lettered in gilt, spine ruled in gilt; a little dusted & rubbed.
65pp.
¶Oxford only on Copac; OCLC adds five more copies; the earliest edition
listed on OCLC is Philadelphia 1811; no earlier British printing is recorded.

1814

£250
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IN GLACINE WRAPPER
44. FABER, Dorothy. Grub - His Tale. With illustrations
by Alan Wright. FIRST EDITION. Faber & Faber.
Half title, col. front., plates. Orig. green paper-covered
boards, pictorial label laid down on front board; spine
& edges sl. faded. Glacine wrapper; tear to upper edge
& head of spine, a little chipped & creased. A nice
copy. 52pp.

1929
45.

¶BL, Oxford, NLS, and NLW only on Copac;
OCLC adds no further copies. The story of
Rob, Jean, and Grub the dog.

£25

JUVENILE SCRAP-BOOK
(FISHER’S, series pub.) Fisher’s Juvenile Scrap-Book. A gage d’amour
for the young, edited by Mrs. Milner. Peter Jackson, Late Fisher, Son &
Co. Front., additional engr. title, plates. Orig. salmon pink cloth, attractively
blocked in gilt; small chip to tail of spine, dulled. a.e.g.
¶The final volume of Fisher’s Juvenile Scrapbook, first published in 1836
and edited by Agnes Strickland, with the aim that ‘the whole tone and
bearing of the work will be in accordance with the spirit of Christianity’.

1850
46.

£50

WITH ALS FROM GEORGE CRUIKSHANK
GRIMM, Jacob Ludwig Carl & Wilhelm Carl. Gammer Grethel; or, Grimm’s
Fairy Tales, and Popular Stories. From the collection of M.M. Grimm, and other
sources; with illustrative notes. (Translated by Edgar
Taylor). FIRST EDITION. John Green. Front., half title,
plates. Orig. dark blue cloth, dec. in gilt, bordered in blind;
v. sl. spotted, spine v. sl. faded & rubbed. Bookplate of
W.J. Harris on leading pastedown. A nice crisp copy.
¶A collection of Grimm stories told over twelve ‘evenings’;
each evening has its own engraved titlepage.
Loosely inserted is a letter from from the engraver, George
Cruikshank, from West House Littlehampton Sussex. Oct.
24th 1868. ‘Sir, As Mr. Cornish has sent to me for a copy of
“The Fairy Library ...”’ 34 lines over 2 sides of a folded 8vo
leaf. The letter has a touch of publishing intrigue about it,
with Cruikshank vowing to write to Mr. Cornish ‘enquiring
of him ... the publisher’s name who stated that all copies
of that work had been returned to me.’ He denies having
illustrated the present volume ‘but some of the cuts in that
book are very bad copies of some cuttings which I made
many many years ago to illustrate Grimms’ Popular German
Stories’. He also disavows Pagananni, conceding that ‘the
illustrations might have been by my late brother Robert’. He
ends by mentioning his intention to republish The Omnibus,
which was indeed reprinted by Bell and Daldy the following year.

1839

£580
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47.

(KEARY, Eliza) At Home. Illustrated by J.G.
Sowerby. FIRST EDITION. 4to. Marcus Ward &
Co. Illus. Orig. pictorial paper-covered boards; a
little rubbed & marked. Pen markings on following
f.e.p. Gift inscription to ‘Frances Jane Lefroy from Mr
Hardwick 1882 Christmas’. 56pp.
¶Copiously illustrated children’s rhymes. With additional
illustrations by Thomas Crane.

[1881]

£20

OGRES
48. LEE, Holme, pseud. (Harriet Parr) Tuflongbo’s Journey
in Search of Ogres, with some account of his early life,
and how his shoes got worn out. FIRST EDITION. Smith,
Elder, & Co. Half title, front., plates; one gathering a little
proud. Orig. green pebble-grained cloth, bordered in blind,
pictorially blocked in gilt. Ownership inscription ‘A.M.
Moore May 22 1871’ on titlepage; later ownership inscription
of Ellery Yale Wood on leading f.e.p. A nice copy.
¶BL, Cambridge, TCD, and NLS only on Copac.
Harriet Parr, 1828-1900, was a York-born Victorian
novelist. The easy, unaffected writing style for
which Dickens admired her was also suited to
children’s adventure stories, such as this one.

1862
49.

£120

LEE, Sarah. The Juvenile Album; or, Tales from Far and Near. Illustrated with
eight steel engravings by T, Woolnoth. Landscape 4to. Thomas Holmes. Engr.
front. & plates, tissue guards. Orig. pebble-grained blue cloth, bordered in blind,
blocked in gilt; rubbed & marked, small chip to head on spine. 67pp. a.e.g.
¶Not in BL; V&A only on Copac; no further copies on OCLC. First
published by Ackermann & Co. in 1841.

[c.1846]

£85
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50

50.

51

53

MARSHALL, Emma. Only a Bunch of Cherries. FIRST EDITION.
Partridge & Co. Engr. front., illus., 8pp cata. E.ps a little marked. Stapled &
bound into green pictorial cloth; spine a little creased, but a nice bright copy.
Gift inscription to Cecil Willoughby from Nelly Vine on leading f.e.p.
¶Copac lists five copies only. Scrumping cherries followed by repentance
and redemption.

[1887]
51.

MARTIN, Mrs. A.H. The Cuckoo in the Robin’s Nest. 11th thousand. Cassell.
Initial ad. leaf, half title, front., illus., 16pp cata. (5G 6.91). Orig. brown & green
cloth, lettered in gilt, leaf motif blocked in brown & green. Bookseller’s ticket of
George Deal & prize label of F.C. Willshire on leading pastedown.
¶In which an obstreperous young girl becomes a noble lady through
pursuit of Christian virtue.

[1891]
52.

£20

SCARCE EDUCATIONAL RHYMES
MORELL, T. Papa and Mama’s Easy Lessons in Arithmetic. With
illustrations. Thomas Dean & Son. Engr. front., illus., ads on following e.ps.
Orig. paper-covered boards; boards darkened, spine worn.
¶Not in BL; Cambridge only on Copac. A series of jaunty educational
rhymes. The poetry is very jolly, its instructive value unclear.

[1865?]
53.

£20

£50

‘MR. BARN OWL,’ pseud. (Edric Vredeneburg) and others. Four Feet by
Two. Animal Talks and Tales. FIRST EDITION. Ernest Nister. Col. front,
col. plates, illus. Orig. glazed paper-covered pictorial boards, green cloth
spine; a little marked, corners v. sl. worn. Gift inscription on leading f.e.p.
‘F.A. Price 22nd October 1892. A present from his father’. A nice copy. 72pp.
¶BL and Cambridge only on Copac; OCLC adds no further copies. A
charmingly written and illustrated menagerie of animal tales, featuring
geese, mice, monkeys, elephants, cockatoos, and many other comic beasts.

[1892]

£55
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54.

MYRTLE, Harriet, pseud. (Lydia Miller) The Little Foundling, and other
tales. FIRST EDITION. Small 4to. Joseph Cundall. Front. Orig. fine-ribbed
red cloth, boards dec. in blind, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed, spine dulled.
¶Not in BL; Liverpool and V&A only on Copac. OCLC adds Toronto,
South Maine, and Florida. ‘A Story Book for Summer’; the type is large
to accomodate young readers.

[c.1850]
55.

£65

THE VIZIER & THE WOODMAN
(NICOL, George) The Great Bear’s Story: The Vizier and the Woodman. 3rd
edn. Wright. Half title, engr. title. Orig. printed wrappers; spine a little worn,
rear wrapper torn with loss & repaired. 44pp.
¶This edition not recorded on Copac or OCLC; BL and V&A list the
second edition of 1841; California, Indiana, Bryn Mawr, and Toronto
list the 1840 first edition. A charming, and beautifully illustrated story
in verse, about a conniving vizier and a virtuous woodman who have an
encounter with a lion.

1851

£120

56. NOEL-THATCHER, Harriette. Mother’s Old Slippers;
or, the Broken Jug. FIRST EDITION. Glasgow: Scottish
Temperance League. Half title, engr. front., plate, 8pp
cata.. Orig. blue cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black
& gilt; a little dulled & rubbed. Ownership inscription
of Jacqueline Colman, Tadworth, Surrey on leading
pastedown, gift inscription ‘To Miss Maud Roberts with
love from Edie’ on leading f.e.p. 63pp.

1881
57.

¶BL, Cambridge, and NLS only on Copac; OCLC
adds one copy at University of Florida. Victorian
temperance piece, complete with an East London
slum setting and a virtuous urchin with a brutish
father. The father proves unsalvageable, while the
urchin grows up to be a philanthropic city gent.

£65

PRESENTATION COPY
ORLEBAR, Frederica St. John. The Adventures of her
Serene Limpness, the Moon-Faced Princess. Dulcet and
debonair. FIRST EDITION. 4to. Richard Bentley and Son
Front., illus. Orig, red cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered
in black. Presentation inscription ‘To my dear, kind friend
Margaret Keefer, in remembrance of our mutual friend, The
Moon-Faced Princess from F.S. Orlebar’. A v.g. bright copy.

¶A somewhat bizarre tale of a little Japanese girl who arrives
in Britain and delights the nobility with her simple charms. An
excellent example of the fantasies produced for a British public
who yearned for stories of Japan, while, on account of that nation’s
isolationist policies, had no means of learning about the country.

1888

£150
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58

58.

59

60

BIRMINGHAM PRINTING
PEMBERTON, Thomas Edgar. Fairbrass. A child’s story. FIRST
EDITION. Birmingham: Cornish. Half title, front., plates, 4pp ads; front.,
titlepage & tissue guards a little foxed. Orig. pale blue linen; sl. marked. A
nice copy.
¶Thomas Edgar Pemberton, 1849-1905, is best remembered as a theatrical
biographer and playwright.

1895
59.

£35

RIMBAULT, Edward F. A Collection of Old Nursery Rhymes, with familiar
tunes for voice and pianoforte, adapted to the capacities of young folk. FIRST
EDITION. 4to. Chappell & Co. Orig. green cloth, attractively blocked in
blind & gilt; corners a little bumped, v. sl. wear to boards. A nice copy. 60pp.
¶With a great many songs including ‘See, Saw, Margery Daw’, ‘The Frog
and the Crow’, and ‘I Saw Three Ships come Sailing By’.

[1864]
60.

£30

(RUSKIN, John) The King of the Golden River; or, The Black Brothers.
A legend of Styria, illustrated by Richard Doyle. 3rd edn. Smith, Elder &
Co. Front., additional engr. title, illus. Orig. yellow wrappers, rather dulled
& scuffed, beautifully bound into later full tan calf, bordered in gilt, gilt-ruled
spine, red morocco label. Ex libris bookplate of Robert Marceau on leading
pastedown. a.e.g. 56pp.
¶Not in BL; V&A and TCD only on Copac. First published 1850. The
earliest printing listed on Copac is the 2nd edition of the same year, also
at the V&A. Ruskin wrote this magical tale in for his future wife Effie
Gray in 1841, when she was 12 and he was 20. Their 1848 marriage was
annulled, unconsummated, and she went on to marry John Everett Millais.

1851

£180
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61.

SCHOFIELD, Lily. Tom Catapus and Potiphar. A tale of ancient Egypt.
FIRST EDITION. Frederick Warne & Co. Front., illus. Untrimmed in orig.
pictorially blocked cream buckram, overlapping front edge; a little marked &
darkened, v. sl. wear to spine. [44]pp.
¶BL, Oxford, Cambridge, and NLS only on Copac. The BL’s copy is
defective. The tale of an ancient Egyptian boy and his pet cat, with
pleasant, bold illustrations.

1903
62.

£50

(SELOUS, Henry Courtenay) Granny’s Story Box. Illustrated by Marie
Seymour Lucas. FIRST EDITION. 4to. Griffith, Farran, Ockenden & Welsh.
Front., col. plates, illus. Orig. pictorial glazed boards, cloth spine; sl. marked
& a little rubbed. 85pp.
¶First published in 1858 by Piper, Stephenson, and Spence. A collection of
stories, with a sufficient flavour of the macabre to thrill the young.

[1889]
63.

£45

STIGAND, Chauncey Hugh, and STIGAND, Nancy Yulee. Black Tales for
White Children. illustrated by John Hargrave. FIRST EDITION. Constable.
Half title, illus. Orig. butterscotch cloth; a little rubbed & marked, spine a
little darkened. ‘Presentation copy’ blind stamp on titlepage.
¶BL, Oxford, Cambridge, and NLS only on Copac; OCLC adds six
further copies of this London edition. The American printing is more
common. ‘These BLACK TALES for WHITE CHILDREN, being a
collection of Swahili Stories, have been translated and arranged by Capt.
C.H. Stigand, interpreter in Swahili and author of “The Land of Zizi”, and
Mrs. C.H. Stigand, and have been translated by John Hargave, author of
“Lonecraft.”’ Hargrave, 1894-1982, was Head Man of the Kibbo Kift and
stands therefore as one of twentieth-century Britain’s great mystics.

1914

£50

61

62

63
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64

64.

65

66

AN ILLUSTRATED INTRODUCTION TO THE COUNTRYSIDE
TAYLOR, Jane & Ann. Rural Scenes; or, A Peep into the Country. For
children. Darton, Harvey & Darton. Engraved title & 29 further plates.
Contemp. quarter red calf, marbled paper boards; rubbed & a little worn.
Inscription on leading f.e.p.: Mary Stage, May 2nd 1832’. A nice copy. 60pp.
¶First published in 1805 by Darton & Harvey (64pp); a 144 page second
edition was published in 1806 followed by this undated Darton, Harvey &
Darton edition. One plate (facing page 58) is dated December 24, 1813
with one other dated February 1, 1818; the remainder are undated.

[c.1818]
65.

(TUCKETT, Elizabeth) Our Children’s Story. By one of their gossips.
FIRST EDITION. Longmans. Half title, front., illus., 4pp cata. Orig. green
cloth by Edmonds & Remnants, bordered in blind, pictorially blocked &
lettered in gilt; v. sl. wear to corners. Gift inscription ‘Effie from Uncle
Dilworth 1869’ on half title.
¶Stories of the author’s three happy children Muriel, Guy, and Harold.

1870
66.

£380

£35

WILLETT, Edward. Cats Cradle. Rhymes for children, illustrated by Charles
Kendrick. FIRST EDITION. Strahan & Co. Half title, col. illus. Orig. glazed
pictorial boards, green cloth spine; dulled, extremities sl. worn. 48pp.
¶BL, Oxford, Cambridge, and V&A only on Copac; OCLC adds one
copy of this London edition, at Monash. The American edition is more
common. Nursery rhymes, including ‘The Witch of Bordentown’, ‘Calling
the Hogs and Cows’, and ‘She Cared for Nobody’, illustrated in the
contemporary style.

[1881]
_____

£45

CLARKE

67.

THE LIBRARY OF USELESS KNOWLEDGE
(CLARKE, Edward William) (Autobiography of the Editor.) The Library of
Useless Knowledge. By Athanasius Gasker, Esq., F.R.S., &c. &c. Part I., all
published. 4to William Pickering Title printed in red and black, dedication
to Queen Victoria in red; small corner repairs to first five leaves. Original
drab brown printed stiff wrappers; very neatly recased, spine replaced with
matching paper, boards a little rubbed. 52pp.
¶BL, Oxford and V&A only; not on OCLC. Designated as ‘Part I’ on
the front wrapper, and advertising ‘Part II’ on the back: ‘The Nature and
Conditions of Truth’ which was never published. This is an astonishing
production, published by Pickering, printed by Charles Whittingham, but
the only conclusion must be that this is a vanity publication. Attribution
has been made to the Reverend Edward William Clarke, rector of Great
Yeldham, Essex, an otherwise unexceptional clergyman.
The text takes the form of a (very partial) autobiography - more accurately
described as ‘an autobiographical sketch’, which appears as the drop-head
to page one and the running head throughout. It is clearly a fiction and a
comic satire, describing elements of the life of the benighted Gasker.
‘I left my father’s roof (at Putney) at an early age, in search of truths
in other lands. I did not find them; and I returned, my father - dead: my
mother - so was she - and I went abroad again ...’
‘Potsdam ... 1797, I was placed in a barrel of brown sugar before the Royal
Family of Prussia that I might be rendered ridiculous as being the author of
my first literary production On the Nature of Sounds (2 vols. folio).’
Gasker returns to London and decides to attack the Lord Mayor of London,
by arranging for his hired coach to collide with that of the Mayor. As a
result Gasker is sentenced to a month in Newgate: ‘My object was now
attained; i.e. the first step was taken (towards) the Elucidation of Truth!’
The central scene is a secret meeting of clergy in the London Docks, 14
September 1799, led by the Archbishop of Canterbury, purely to ‘pass
opinion on my book ... There is the mischief! There is the evil! ... calamity
dispersing itself perennially from the Poppy-Head of the Church.’
When Gasker publishes The Sexes of Facts, or, The Economy of
Discussion in 1802, he is asked to lecture on the subject at ‘a very
large boarding-school or academy for young ladies’ at Kensington.
To entertain his female audience he presents a ‘phantasmagorea ... of
workmen employed in the erection of the Tower of Babel.’ Then, ‘for
a more pleasing instruction of my hearers ... I constructed a moveable
picture of the Multiplication Table ...’
Gasker is eventually chased from the building after showing The
Monstrous Fact ... irregularly formed ... enormous, transparent, dark, blue,
naked Baby ...’
‘I beg to inform the world that Athanasius Gasker is not dead ... the
development of my System, which the ensuing volumes of this Library
will contain, must speak for itself ...’
A review in the Gentleman’s Magazine refers to the grotesque portrait
on the front cover (by Birley): ‘We do not know whether the portrait is
that of the author or publisher, but no one would take it to be the face of
a gentleman abounding in wit & humour. We recommend the work to
the attention of the country clergy who will find it a charming relaxation
from their severer studies. Mr Pickering’s press is growing facetious and
satyrical of late ...’

CLARKE
Edward Fitzgerald wrote to a friend after reading this squib: ‘I never shall
forget how I laughed when I first read it.’
Sadly, Part I was the only volume of The Library to be published.

1837

£650

67

COOKERY

COOKERY
UNRECORDED COOKERY BOOK FOR SCHOOLS
68. ANONYMOUS. A Practical Cookery Book. For
use in day and evening schools. Manchester:
John Heywood. Orig. limp pictorial printer paper
boards, red cloth spine; sl. dulled. v.g. 76pp.
¶Unrecorded on Copac and OCLC. Recipes
designed specifically for day and evening
schools. Each chapter (soups, meat dishes, pastry
and cakes, invalid cookery &c.) consists of a
short introduction followed by numerous recipes.
This is followed by general hints to teachers of
cookery, and on table setting and waiting.

1903

69.

£150

ONE RECORDED COPY
BLACK, Margaret. Cookery For Schools. William
Collins, Sons & Co. (Collins; School Series.) Initial
& following ad. leaf. Sewn as issued in orig. turquoise
printed paper wrappers; sl. dulled. v.g. 48pp.
¶Not in BL; National Trust only on Copac; not
recorded on OCLC.
‘Twenty cooking lessons
intended for to assist in the teaching of cookery in
schools.’ Each lesson consists of four recipes and
followed, at the end of the volume, by questions
relating to each lesson. Margaret Black, 1830-1903,
was the founder of the West-End Training School of
Cookery, established in 1878.

[c.1890]
70.

£120

GUTHRIE WRIGHT, Christian E., ed. The School Cookery Book. New
edn. 12mo. Macmillan. Ad. for Edinburgh School of Cookery on leading
pastedown, final ad. leaf. Orig. green cloth, a little dulled & marked.
¶The introductory sections offer considerable insight into nutritional ideas
of the time.

1885

£30

DIET FOR THE POOR
71. RIDGE, John James. Diet for the Sick: being
nutritious combinations suitable for severe cases of
illness. FIRST EDITION. Small 4to. J. & A. Churchill.
Sewing a little loose in places. Orig. limp brown cloth
wrappers; spine faded, sl. rubbed. 47pp.
¶Copac record BL, Oxford & Cambridge only;
OCLC adds three copies in the U.S. Price 1/6
on front wrapper. ‘The diet of the invalid is as
important as his medicine, and sometimes

COOKERY
more so. The doctor is, therefore, very properly applied to, in order to
know what should be given’. With particular emphasis on diet for more
severe illness, ‘where only spoon-food can be taken’.

1875
_____
72.

£75

PAINTING IN NORTH ITALY
CROWE, Joseph Archer and CAVALCASELLE, Giovanni Battista. A
History of Painting in North Italy. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. John Murray.
Prelims a little spotted. Orig. blue cloth, lettered in gilt, bordered in blind and
gilt; spines a little dulled. Bookplates of ‘Belper’ on leading pastedowns. A
nice copy.
1871
£75

72

73.

73

74

SCARCE WILLIAM DARTON PRINTING
DARTON, William, pub. Small Streams from the Ocean of Truth. By the
author of ‘Dying Hours’. FIRST EDITION. William Darton & Son. Sl. later
blue binder’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt; marked. Ownership inscription of
‘Mary J. Talbot, gift of dear Mrs Edwards 1837’ on leading pastedown a.e.g.
¶BL only on Copac; one copy listed on OCLC at Herzogig Anna Amalia
Bibliothek Klassil, Germany; no copies listed in North America. Prose
and songs of ecstatic worship, deeply religious in nature.

[c.1835]
74.

£180

EARLY NAUTICAL NOVEL
(DAVIS, John) The Post-Captain; or, The Wooden Walls well manned;
comprehending a view of naval society and manners. FIRST EDITION.
Thomas Tegg. A little spotted throughout, sl. heavier in places. Contemp. half
calf, black morocco label; joints worn but remaining firm, rubbed.
¶Sadleir 678. BL, Glasgow, and Cambridge only on Copac; OCLC adds
copies in Edinburgh and one in Germany, but with no apparent physical
copy in the US. Sadleir, in a note published in 1951, remarks: ‘This

DAVIS
book was reprinted (from the 3rd edition) in 1928 by the Scholartis Press,
with valuable introduction and notes by R.H. Case. He established the
authorship beyond doubt; but not having seen a first edition, concludes
from remarks by contemporary reviewers that this edition carried on the
title an ascription of the work to the author of “Zeluco”, an ascription that
does appear in the third edition but not the first. No second edition appears
on Copac which records the 1808 3rd edition. A further seven London
editions were published before 1850.
A precursor to James Fenimore Cooper’s The Pilot, 1824, which is
generally considered to be the first example of nautical fiction as a distinct
genre. John Davis, 1774-1854, first went to sea in an East Indiaman,
joining Sir Edmund Nagle’s frigate Artois in 1794. He rose to become
acting lieutenant before leaving the navy in 1797. The Post-Captain,
published anonymously in the first edition, was released at the end of
1805, immediately after Trafalgar. The book had considerable success
despite receiving mixed critical reviews: ‘To speak in the language of
long-shore-men, since to such we address ourselves; this writer manifests
abilities, and has strongly delineated the features of life in an English man
of war: but he has coloured the picture very highly, at times not altogether
correctly, and in his story has been wholly regardless of probability. The
work may entertain such land-readers as have an inclination for and some
acquaintance with nautical affairs: but to those who have not it will be
unintelligible and perhaps disgusting. It is chiefly calculated for the gunroom and the midshipman’s birth, where it will be most relished, though
least wanted’ (Monthly Review, or, Literary Journal, volume 50.)

1806

£950

74

DE LA GARDE

CONGRESS OF VIENNA
75. DE LA GARDE, Auguste Louis Charles, Comte de
Chambonas. Journal of a Nobleman; comprising an
account of his travels, and a narrative of his residence at
Vienna, during the congress. FIRST EDITION. 2vols.
12mo. Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley. 2 vols in
1. Half title, vol. II. Untrimmed in later wavy-grained
purple cloth, spine lettered in gilt; front board, spine &
front board unevenly faded, front board a little nibbled.
¶The French language edition does not appear to have
been published until 1843. An account of the Vienna
Congress, which took place between 1814 and 1815
and was an attempt to forge lasting peace in Europe.
The final terms were disadvantageous to France, and
this account by a French nobleman offers an interesting
political perspective while also providing a colossal
amount of incidental detail about social interactions,
and how the various guests kept themselves entertained.

1831
76.

£120

DOYLE, Richard and LEIGH, Percival. Manners and Customs of ye
Englyshe. Drawn from ye quick by Richard Doyle. To which be added some
extracts from Mr. Pips hys Diary, contributed by Percival Leigh. FIRST
EDITION. Oblong 4to. Bradbury & Evans. Half title, titlepage in red &
black, 40 plates; 5cm tear to margin of 4 leaves not affecting text. Contemp.
red half calf; dulled, rubbed & a little worn. Internally a nice clean copy. Gift
inscription ‘Jackson, his Father 1860’ on leading pastedown. a.e.g. (80)pp.
¶Other copies are listed as having been published in two volumes; only one
titlepage is bound in here. Richard Doyle, 1824-1883, was a cartoonist at
Punch. His boisterous depiction of a London teeming with flower shows and
regattas, dancing and denunciation is crammed with action and life. The great
linguistic humorist Percival Leigh provides a rollicking commentary, and the
end result is a sheer tonic to this quarantined and socially distant cataloguer.

[1849]

£50

76

DUNCOMBE

77.

BRIGAND TALES
DUNCOMBE, John. Duncombe’s Miniature Library. Brigand Tales.
Volume II. 24mo. J. Duncombe & Co. Hand-coloured folding front. for all
but 1 of the 16 tales; lacking series title & index & two titlepages, a few plates
sl. torn. Contemp. half calf; rubbed & a little worn.
¶Gonzalo; or, The Murderer’s Doom lacks titlepage and frontispiece as per
other examples of this volume.
The publisher John Duncombe and his brother Edward produced radical
literature and pornography as well as popular reading matter and theatrical
material. The Miniature Library consisted of five series: Lives and
Adventures of the Most Daring Pirates; Perils of the Ocean; Lives
and Exploits of the Most Notorious Highwaymen; Dramatic Tales and
Brigand Tales. Each twopenny part illustrated with a folding plate, mostly
hand-coloured and in the Dramatic Tales, providing valuable evidence
of contemporary staging (Helen Smith, Jarndyce Catalogue CLCCV).
Brigand Tales included a total of 32 separately issued twopenny tales.
This is the second volume of the collected works which included series
titlepages and indexes. Please ask to see a full list of all 16 titles.

[1831-32?]

£380

77

FABER

78

78.

79

80

ANGLICAN PROPHECY
FABER, George Stanley. The Revival of the French Emperorship. Anticipated
from the necessity of prophecy. FIRST EDITION. Thomas Bosworth. Half
title, 12pp cata. Orig. blue cloth by Westley’s & Co., dec. in blind, lettered in
gilt. Paper label ‘26’ laid down on leading f.e.p. A nice copy. 59pp.
¶Not in BL; only Durham University lists only copy on Copac; OCLC
records copies at Western University and Bishop’s University, Canada. No
copy has appeared at auction since 1908. George Stanley Faber, 17731854, was an evangelical Anglican clergyman. His belief that all world
myths are corruptions of the true stories in the Bible seems rather eccentric
to modern readers, but he was a rigourous theological thinker and this tract
- a prophecy that the Antichrist will rise through the French Empire, before
right prevails - is sufficiently cogently argued as to be almost convincing.
Ideologically bizarre though it is, it offers an insight into contemporary
British anxieties.

1853

£120

79.

FENN, George Manville. ‘Tention! A Story of Boy-Life during the Peninsular
War. W. & R. Chambers. Half title, front., plates by C.M. Sheldon. Orig.
green pictorial cloth; a little rubbed.
1906
£38

80.

FITZGERALD, Percy. A Famous Forgery. Being the story of the
‘Unfortunate’ Doctor Dodd. FIRST EDITION. Chapman & Hall. Orig.
orange wavy-grained cloth, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded & rubbed, a
little dulled. Blind stamp of W.H. Smith & Son Library on leading f.e.p.
¶A biography of the ‘Macaroni Parson’, William Dodd. Born in 1729,
Dodd was an Anglican clergyman whose impulsive marriage and
extravagant tastes left him with considerable financial burdens. In 1777, in
an attempt to clear these debts, he forged a £4,200 bond in the name of his
former pupil, the Earl of Chesterfield. He was convicted of forgery and,
despite the support of Dr Johnson and a petition with 23,000 signatories,
he was hanged on 27 June.

1865

£65

FRASER

81.

MUTUAL ADVERTISEMENTS
FRASER, James. ALS to ‘Sir’ (M. Galibert). From 215 Regent Street
London. Oct. 17 1836. ‘I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the
24th ...’ 39 lines on first 2pp of a folded 4to sheet, integral address leaf; sl.
browned, a little rippled & sl. torn at outer margin. Typed slug identifying the
author laid down at upper corner of first page.
¶Addressed to M. Galibert (possibly the journalist Leon Galibert) at the
Revue de Paris, the letter concerns an exchange of advertisements between
the two publications, as well as the sale of some literary portraits, for
which Fraser asks three sous apiece. The tone is one of straightforward
professionalism, a trait for which Fraser was widely known and for which
he suffered greatly when, on 3rd August 1836, Grantley Berkeley appeared
at 215 Regent Street demanding to know the identity of the reviewer
who had savaged his novel Berkeley Castle and, when Fraser refused,
knocked him to the ground and dealt him a brutal beating with the butt
of a weighted gold hunting whip. This letter shows Fraser was back to
business as usual a mere six weeks after the assault which blighted the
remainder of his short life (he died after a long illness that resulted from
the attack) and displays the clarity, fairness, and aptitude for publishing for
which he is still remembered today.

1836
82.

£75 †

LEECH ILLUSTRATIONS
FUNNIDOS, Rigdum, gent., pseud. (BALLANTYNE, John) American
Broad Grins. With humorous illustrations. FIRST EDITION. 12mo. Robert
Tyas. Front., plates by John Leech, 4pp cata. Orig. dark green limp cloth
wrappers, pictorially blocked in gilt; rear wrapper marked. 76pp. a.e.g.
¶A series of paragraphs lampooning the alleged gaucheness of ‘yankees’.

1838

£120

82

GOETHE

83

83.

TRANSLATED BY CARLYLE
GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship. A
novel. Translated from the German by Thomas Carlyle. FIRST ENGLISH
EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd; London: G. & W.B.
Whittaker. Bound without half titles; occasional spotting & dusting. Sl.
later half calf, raised bands, red morocco labels; a little rubbed. Ownership
inscription of John C[?]’s library, Johnstone on titlepage.
¶Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre first published 1795/96. As the definitive
Bildungsroman and Carlyle’s first book, this represents a major event in
literature.

1824
84.

£550

FAGGOT OF FRENCH STICKS
(HEAD, Sir Francis Bond.) A Faggot of French Sticks; containing a series
of descriptive sketches of the principal public institutions of Paris, and of the
system of instruction of the various branches of the French Army. FIRST
EDITION. 2 vols. John Murray. 32pp cata., vol. II; sl. foxing vol. II. Orig.
blue marbled cloth, bordered in blind, blocked & lettered in gilt; spines a little
dulled. Ownership inscriptions of Mrs. Gage on leading f.e.ps.
¶Head, governor of Canada, records his visit to Paris in 1851, praising
Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte.

1852

£95

HENSLOW

85.

LETTER FROM DARWIN’S MENTOR
HENSLOW, Reverend Professor John Stevens. ALS, to James Yates Esq.,
Norton Hall, Sheffield, from Hitcham, Hadleigh, Suffolk, 19 Feb.(?) ‘My dear
Sir, The funds at my disposal for purchasing objects for the Cambridge Bot.
Mus. are so trifling that I am obliged to be very discreet ...’ 44 lines on 3pp 4to,
integral address leaf with date stamps of ‘Fe 13’ and ‘Fe 14’. Edge mounted on
to section of album leaf.
¶Henslow, 1796-1861, Regius Professor of Botany at Cambridge, mentor
and perhaps closest friend, of Charles Darwin - in Darwin’s words, writing
to J.D. Hooker, ‘I fully believe a better man never walked this earth’.
Darwin was Henslow’s pupil from 1828, and the professor arranged
for Darwin to travel on the Beagle - eschewing the possibility of his
own participation in the two-year voyage. During the Beagle voyage,
Darwin and Henslow corresponded as often as practicable and Henslow
became the main recipient of
Darwin’s collection of scientific
samples, despatched home
during the voyage. He saw to it
that these samples were passed
on to the appropriate experts for
analysis, and published extracts
of Darwin’s letters in scientific
journals.
Henslow’s correspondent in this
letter is James Yates, 17891871, another parson-botanist,
who studied both fossil and
living plants; they were both
attendees at the first meeting
of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science at
York in September 1831.
Yates has drawn Henslow’s
attention to a model of a cone,
which Henslow promises to
inspect, but wonders whether
or not it will be sufficiently
interesting enough for him to
justify ‘appropriating a guinea
to its purchase as we have both male and female cones of this group of
plants annually produced in our hothouse at Cambridge’ - at the Botanical
Gardens which Henslow established for the University in 1831 and
opened to the public in 1846. ‘For the present then, I had rather not put
down my name - till I know a little better.’ Henslow reports that he has
forwarded a prospectus to Sir W. Hooker (at Kew Gardens) - ‘he has
ample resources for procuring everything of the sort ...’
In 1860, the year before his death, Henslow chaired the Oxford meeting
of the British Association when Thomas Henry Huxley and Henslow’s
son-in-law, Joseph Dalton Hooker, famously debated with Bishop ‘Soapy
Sam’ Wilberforce on the subject of Darwin’s Origin of Species.

1848

£450 †

HUDSON

86.

MONT BLANC
HUDSON, Charles & KENNEDY, Edward Shirley.
Where there’s a Will there’s a Way: an ascent of Mont Blanc.
By a new route and without guides. FIRST EDITION.
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. Half title, front.,
col. folding map, 24pp. catalogue (March 1856). Orig.
blue cloth; carefully recased, spine sl. darkened. Armorial
bookplate of Thomas Brushfield, M.A., with motto ‘Fail
Not’. A very nice copy.
¶Charles Hudson, 1828-1865, Anglican chaplain and
mountaineer: ‘One of the most important climbers of the
Golden Age’. Hudson undertook this first official climb of
Mont Blanc du Tacul in 1855, with Edward Shirley Kennedy,
1817-98. Hudson was killed in a famous accident on the
Matterhorn in 1865; Kennedy was a founder member of
the Alpine Club. Both were early practitioners of climbing
without guides.
The owner of this book, Thomas Brushfield, had other
climbing books in his library; this is probably Thomas
Nadauld Brushfield, 1828-1910, a doctor specialising in
imbecility.

1856
87.

£750

INGOLDSBY, Thomas, pseud. (Richard Harris Barham). Some Account
of My Cousin Nicholas. Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. CIII.) Half
title, engr. front. by John Leech. Untrimmed in orig. purple vertical-grained
cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine faded to tan, small mark on
following board, but still a v.g. bright copy.
¶First published in 1841. This is the first one-volume edition. Sadleir
3734a, binding style ‘C’.

1846

£40

MAPS OF JAPAN
88. JAPAN. Three Folding Maps. I.
Travelers’ Map of Japan, Chosen
(Korea),
Taiwan
(Formosa),
published by Japanese Government
Railways. Orange printed wraps,
sl. faded, 1931. II. Map of Tokyo,
presented by Imperial Hotel, adverts
to verso, colour printed wraps.
(c. 1931). III. Map of Kyoto and
Vicinity with Shopping Directory,
presented by The Kyoto Hotel, ads
to verso, colour printed wraps. [c.
1931]. Three attractive maps, very
sl. dusting otherwise v.g.
1931
£120

KIPLING

89

90

91

KIPLING, Rudyard
89.

IN DUST JACKETS
From Sea to Sea: letters of travel. 3rd imp./2nd imp. 2 vols. Macmillan.
Half titles. Orig. bright red cloth. Grey printed jackets, unclipped; a little
darkened. A nice set.
¶See Stewart 198. First published New York 1899. A selection of
Kipling’s travels through India, the Far East, North America, etc. written
prior to 1890. Early printings in jackets are scarce.

1901/1900
90.

£250

ALLAHABAD IMPRINT
In Black and White. 6th edn. Allahabad: A.H. WHeeler. (A.H. Wheeler
& Co’s Indian Railway Library, no. 3.) Sewn as issued in orig. grey-green
pictorial wrappers, ads on versos & rear; dulled & v. sl. chipped, spine a little
worn. Ownership inscription of Archibald Kay on front wrapper. 96pp.
¶See Stewart 37. Priced at one shilling or one rupee. Wheeler & Co. was
set up by Kipling himself in Allahabad in 1888 as a means of financing his
return to England from India. Copies in wrappers are scarce, and represent
the dawn of cheap, ‘disposable’ railway editions. Archibald Kay may be
the Scottish painter.

[1890s]
91.

£50

Soldiers Three: a collection of stories. 6th edn. Sampson Low (A.H. Wheeler
& Co’s Indian Railway Library no.1). Sewn as issued in orig. grey-green
pictorial wrappers; a little dusted, front wrapper v. sl. chipped, spine sl. worn.
A nice copy as issued. (94)pp.
¶See Stewart 31. Priced at one shilling or one rupee.

1890
_____

£85

KIRTON

CRUIKSHANK ILLUSTRATION
92. (KIRTON, John William) Buy your own Goose.
By the author of ‘Buy your Own Cherries’. FIRST
EDITION. S.W. Partridge & Co. (Illustrated Penny
Readings). Illus. titlepage as front cover by George
Cruikshank. Sewn as issued. Renier booklabel. 16pp.
¶Cohn 468.I. BL, Oxford, and Cambridge only
on Copac; OCLC adds five further copies.
The illustrated titlepage doubles as a front
wrapper, and is part of the pagination. A typical
temperance story, in which a single decision has
a lifelong effect on the protagonist (although in
this case, the effect is a positive one).

[1868]

93.

£180

MAP OF RHODE ISLAND
KITCHIN, Thomas. A Map of the Colony of Rhode Island: with the
adjacent parts of Connecticut, Massachusets Bay, &c. Printed for R. Baldwin.
Map, 21 x 26cm, two folds. From Long Island to Nantucket Island, Boston to
the North.
¶Published in Britain at the time of the ‘Battle of Rhode Island’ on
August 29th 1778; retreating American forces were attacked by British
troops with an ‘inconclusive outcome’. It was the first time during the
War of Independence that French forces were involved following the
formalisation of the Franco-American Alliance earlier in the year.

1778

£180

93

LA FONTAINE

94.

FONTAINE’S FABLES: FIRST COLLECTED EDITION
LA FONTAINE, Jean de. Fables and Tales from La Fontaine. In French and
English. Now first translated. To which is prefix’d, the Author’s Life. Printed
for A. Bettsworth [sic] and C. Hitch, and C. Davis in Pater-Noster-Row. [10],
iii-xxvi, [6], 293 [i.e. 295, as pp.175-176 are repeated in pagination], [1]p ad.
8vo. Excellently rebound in half sprinkled calf, vellum
tips, marbled boards, gilt-banded spine, maroon label. A
very good, internally fresh and clean copy.
¶ESTC T154423. A parallel text edition in English and
French, and the first appearance in English of the collected
fables. It was preceded in 1703 by Mandeville’s delightful
verse translation of just 29 of the fables. This 1734 edition
presents 100 fables in English prose with the French
verse on the facing page. The translation is accurate, and
intended for use in schools, but inevitably loses much of the
character present in the original verse. A possible candidate
for this translation might be Daniel Bellamy the Elder, who
had brought out an edition of Gay’s Fables the previous
year, and Phaedrus’ Fables in 1734 (also published by
Bettesworth & Hitch and designed for schools). Whoever
he was, the timing of his publication is no coincidence, with
a burgeoning market for new school texts. The work is
dedicated to Miss Eliza Harcourt, of Pendley, near Fring (i.e
Tring) in Hertfordshire, from whose family the anonymous
translator appears to have received a degree of patronage.
He identifies himself as being from Plaistow in Essex, and
addressing Miss Harcourt and her sisters he hopes that,
‘one circumstance which I believe, will please you in the
following sheets, is, the lovely prospect they exhibit of the
rural retreat’. This view would have been shared by Defoe
who in his Tour (1724-1726) described the estate at Pendley as ‘a delightful
retirement to a man who wants to deceive life in an habitation which has
all the charms nature can give, with a large common rounded by a wood
behind it’.

1734

£950

THE WHITE WHALE
95. LEE, Henry. The White Whale. R.K. Burt,
printers. 16pp pamphlet, pale yellow printed
wrappers, sl. marked.
¶Copac records copies at the BL, Cambridge
and the Natural History Museum. A detailed
survey of sightings of the white Beluga whale
in the 1860s and 1870s with an account of a
live capture, where the whale dies within three
days. Melville’s Moby-Dick, or the Whale was
published in 1851. Henry Lee was a naturalist
knowledgeable on large aquatic beings, and the
author of Sea Monsters Unmasked, published
in 1883, dashing the hopes of believers in the
Kraken and the Great Sea Serpent.

[1878]

£68

MANUSCRIPT

MANUSCRIPT
MISS CARPENTER’S HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
96. CARPENTER, Harriett Elizabeth. Notices
on General History & Geographical Notices.
Quarto manuscript by Harriett Carpenter, ‘W.H.K.
1849’. Initial ‘General Index’, 2pp, followed by
‘Notices on General History’, pp.1-56, from the
Creation to the Deluge, 427 B.C to 1777 A.D. and
‘Geographical Notices’ of Europe, Asia, Africa,
the Americas, and ‘The West India Islands’,
pp.73-124, with integral blanks. Handsome half
maroon calf, marbled boards, spine decorated in
gilt, black label. v.g.

¶A neatly written account, with
some deletions, of basic history and
geography as they were taught in the
mid 19th century, by a young woman,
presumably under the tuition of a
governess. The North American section
includes ‘territories not created into
states; Wisconsin, Iowa and Texas’. The West Indies ends with the
statement that ‘the sum of £20,000,000 was awarded to the West India
planters in compensation for their property in slaves!’.

1849
97.

£225

UNDERPAYMENT BY MAJOR BLAND
COLQUHOUN, Patrick. Statement Sworn at the Public Office, Queen
Square, Wesminster. ‘Hugh Bowran, late substitute in the Royal Army of
Reserve and now a private in the First Regiment of Foot Guards voluntarily
maketh Oath ...’. 20 lines on 1p. folio, folded thrice; sl. dusted.
¶Bowran states that when he was substituted to the Army of Reserve at
Chelmsford he was promised 31 guineas, but only received 5 guineas
and ‘the Deponent hath never received any further part ... either from
Major Bland or any other oerson or persons whomsoever’ and that he is
owed the remaining £27.6.0 rather than £26.5.0 as alleged. Signed before
Colquhoun, Justice of the Peace for Middlesex on 14th March, 1805.
Patrick Colquhoun, 1745 - 1820, became a London magistrate in 1785,
went on to establish the Thames River Police in 1798. He also promoted
the idea of deterrent policing of the metropolis; his treatise on the subject
was first published in 1796 and much reprinted.

1805
98.

£75 †

MANUSCRIPT PUZZLE
GAME. A Manuscript Game of Riddles and Puzzles. Single sheet, cut with
a border of eight triangles, ms. in red & blue on recto only; previously tipped
into an album. v.g.
¶An attractive pre Victorian game of riddles and puzzles, divided into
eight triangles in red ink, 13 in blue ink, surrounding a central circle in
red, headed ‘L’Histoire D’L.H.’ followed by a series of capital letters.
Each triangle contains a puzzle, all but one in English. ‘What does a stone

MANUSCRIPT
become in the water’, ‘If a blunt pen knife could speak what order of
Friars would it name’, ‘My first marks time, my 2nd spends it, and my 3rd
tells it’, &c. The smallest four triangles include short statements: ‘Best in
Prayer’, ‘Ten tea pots’, ‘Great prop’, and ‘frantic disturber’.

[c.1820s]

£150 †

98

99.

DERBY INVENTORY
INVENTORY. Inventory and Valuation of Household Furniture Effects Upon
the Premises No. 22 Duffield Road, Derby. From Miss White to Miss Beeland.
August 1898. 5pp ms. on foolscap paper watermarked ‘Hercules’; a few old
folds, lacking pin in upper left corner.
¶A manuscript inventory of a mid-Victorian house in Derby consisting
of three bedrooms (’aunt’s room’, ‘Miss Beeland’s room’ and the ‘front
bedroom’), together with the drawing room, dining room, hall, laundry,
servant’s room, kitchen and scullery. Also listed is the glass and linen
blankets.

1898
100.

£150

CONTENTS OF A MANSION FLAT, 1896
INVENTORY. SMITH, Percy Stansfield. Inventory of the Furniture and
Effects in the Premises No.17 Buckingham Palace Mansions the property of
Percy Stanfield Smith Esq. 106pp, 4to ruled notebook, half green morocco,
green cloth boards stamped: Army & Navy Auxiliary Co-operative Supply,
Ltd. House & Estate Agency, Francis Street, Victoria Street, Westminster. (A
label on pastedown indicates that it is only necessary to quote the code RR1883
to order another book.)

MANUSCRIPT
¶‘We the undersigned having this 11th day of May 1896 checked the
foregoing Inventory do hereby Certify the same to be correct subject
to marginal notes and alterations - on Frederick Goodchild Esq. taking
possession. On behalf of Percy Stansfield Smith Esq. The Army & Navy
C.S. Ltd. Percy Collett.’ Loosely inserted is an ALS from the Auction
& Estate Division, 29th August 1896 sending this Inventory. A highly
detailed list of contents (right down to the brass picture hooks) of a large
mansion flat in central London at the end of the nineteenth century.
The owner of the flat, Mr Stansfield Smith, is recorded as living at 75
Carlyle Mansions in 1900; presumably the inventory was prior to the fully
furnished letting of 17, Buckingham Palace Mansions, opposite to Victoria
Station, which had been completed in 1883.

1896
101.

£180

MUSINGS ON POLITICS BY A FUTURE PRIME MINISTER
PRIMROSE, Archibald Philip, 5th Earl of Rosebery, (Lord Dalmeny 18511868). Political Diary, August - October 1867. 54pp 4to, with integral blanks.
Half blue morocco-grained sheep, marbled boards; a little worn, but sound.
Signed ‘Dalmeny, Aug. 3, 1867’ on initial blank.
¶The first 7pp. contain a commentary on Livy, beginning ‘The speech of
the Carthaginian, who addressed the Roman ambassadors who came with
an ultimatum from Italy, and Livy’s answer to it, are such very admirable
examples of close and pointed argument that I wish to translate them here
...’ Primrose compares the speeches of Hannibal and Livy, favouring that
of Livy: the latter ‘is apparently more limited but is more perfect, the other
spreads its strength as it were over a disproportionate area and weakens
itself. Aug 24 1867’.
There follows an analysis and critique of the
past session of parliament, (Lord Derby being
Prime Minister), suggesting that the Reform
Bill was not the most noticeable aspect; ‘the
fact of this session is the abolition of political
morality ... To put the case of the dishonesty
of the session more clearly, we may say that
it is stamped with the name and character of
Mr. Disraeli far more emphatically than with
Reform ...’
‘A man of infinite shifts, of much patience,
ground on the wheel of scorn and
unpopularity till feeling may have died within
him, a man of much buoyancy and fervid
imagination, who delights in the manners of
recollections of the past, combined with an
intense belief in his own future ...’
‘The only hope is in the new constituenc(ies)
that may send men of known and trusted
worth & shrewdness to parliament, who
will not dazzle or be dazzled with the glamour of successful iniquity. Aug
26 1867.’ (The Reform Act trebled the number of male voters and though
Disraeli was Prime Minister, Gladstone gained most of the credit and won
the ensuing election.)
Comments on contemporary politics are occasionally contrasted with
quotations from Livy and Torquatus.

MANUSCRIPT
On Saturday 10th September, Primrose refers back to the Reform Bill:
‘... what has bought the Reform Bill of this year chiefly before my mind
is a conversation I had with the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Disraeli)
yesterday or the day before; he merely said ... when I asked him, that he
thought the resignation of the Liberal ministry last year was a mistake
...’ Primrose discusses the chief protagonists: Lord John Russell (‘a man
of slow and conscientious industry’) and Gladstone (’the Tycoon in this
Mikado’).
A fascinating private political and philosophical notebook, written by
Primrose in his twentieth year, while still at Oxford University.
He came to notice, (as the Earl of Rosebery) when he was responsible for
running Gladstone’s Midlothian Campaign in 1879 and entered the Cabinet
in 1885; a ‘Liberal imperialist’, he was Foreign Minister twice and
succeeded lads tone as Prime Minister in 1895 (Queen Victoria reportedly
disliking the other candidates), but resigned the following year.

1867

£1,250
SUFFOLK LAND BOOK
102. SHADDINGFIELD, Suffolk. Manuscript Land
Book, recording proprietors, occupiers, the type
of use (arable, pasture, wood, houses and gardens,
or homestead), and the rental value. 20 doublepage ruled accounts, final double page abstract,
rubricated throughout. Original paper wrappers;
rather dusty & marked, but clean internally.
Prepared for the Tithe Commissioners with their
receipt stamp on upper cover, dated 26th May 1840.
20 x 165cm.
¶The National Archives record a Tithe map for
Shaddingfield, dated 1839, which may relate to the
reference numbers for each property in this land
book. Names include Jonas Atkinson, Frederick
Barne, Thomas Farr, Earl of Gosford, John
Garden, Rev Hodgkinson, Earl of Stradbroke, and
Shaddingfield Town Land.

1840
103.

£125

YORK BOOKSELLER. BELLERBY,
Henry. Manuscript Bill on Engraved NotePaper, from Henry Bellerby, Printer, Book and
Printseller, Stationer &c, No.15 Stonegate,
York. Engraved 4to sheet, 11 lines ms; a few
small marginal tears, old folds. 23 x 19cm.
¶Made out to James Wilson, Esq. M.P. for
printing ‘250 circulars’, ‘700 cards’, as well
as supplying him with ‘best letter paper’,
blotting paper and pens. Dated Sept. 7th,
1829. James Wilson (died 1830) lived in
Sneaton just south-west of Whitby.

1829
_____

£35†

MARRYAT

104.

MIDSHIPMAN EASY
MARRYAT, Frederick. Mr. Midshipman Easy. By the Author of ‘Peter
Simple’. Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. LXVI.) Half title, front.
after John Cawse. Ads on e.ps. Orig. brown morocco-grained cloth, borders
blocked in blind, gilt spine; v. sl. rubbed. Signature of Charles Graham 1853
on leading pastedown. v.g.
¶Sadleir 3734a, binding style ‘D’. First published in 1836.

1852
105.

£48

BEATRICE HARRADEN’S COPY
MAUPASSANT, Guy de. Contes et Nouvelles. Avec
deux dessins de Jeanniot gravés à l’eau-forte par F. Massé.
Paris: G. Charpentier et E. Fasquelle. (Petite Bibliothèque
Charpentier.) Half title, front., contents leaf at end; one
leaf excised between half title & front., possible an ad. or a
blank. Orig. plain blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt; spine a
little darkened. A good-plus copy.
¶Contains eight stories: Boule de Suif, L’Héritage, Marroca,
Histoire d’une Fille de Ferme, Mademoiselle Fifi, Le
Retour, Deux Amis, and La Ficelle. With the signature on
the leading free endpaper of Beatrice Harraden, author of
the phenomenally successful novel Ships that Pass in the
Night (1893). She was a committed suffragette, and at one
time leader of the WSPU Women Writers’ Suffrage League.

1896

106.

£75

WITH SIGNED LETTER FROM MURRAY
TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD
MURRAY, Eustace Clare Grenville. Narrative of an Appeal to the Crown;
in 1877, an episode of English history. FIRST EDITION. Paris: Laloux Son
& Guillot. Half title; a little spotted. Contemp. brown buckram; sl. marked.
3pp folded signed printed letter, addressed to the Duke of Bedford in Murray’s
hand & signed by Murray, bound in before the pamphlet. Bookplate of the
Duke of Bedford on leading f.e.p. 85pp.
¶BL only on Copac; OCLC adds three further copies, at NLS,
Bibliothèque Nationale, and Landesbibliotek, Coburg. Eustace Grenville
Murray, 1824-1881, was a journalist and diplomat; a scurrilous writer, he
was famously horsewhipped outside the Conservative Club for insulting
Lord Carrington.
The Narrative is a privately printed vindication of Murray’s consulship of
Odessa and an attempt to ‘claim those Constitutional rights which belong
to me as a public servant’. He returned to England from Odessa in 1868,
with many complaints ranged against him, including forgery of birth and
marriage certificates, profiteering, corruption, and mistreatment of a lady.
The following year he skipped bail on perjury charges and fled to Paris,
effectively exiling himself from England.
The present volume is partly an appeal to be allowed to return to England,
and Murray mounts an exceptionally spirited defence of himself,
methodically denying every charge. The sheer energy of his writing and
the irreverent tone which made him such an engaging journalist is very

MURRAY
much in evidence and his description of his attempts to gain an audience
with Lord Derby (who ‘had barricaded himself behind a large high writing
table much as a nervous man might do who is seeking to protect himself
against a present danger’) is nothing short of hilarious. The printed letter
suggests Murray sent copies to the great and the good to plead his case,
and it is easy to imagine the wastepaper baskets of the nobility redounding
with the sounds of forcefully hurled copies. The Duke of Bedford,
however, appears to have been sufficiently good-humoured or fair-minded
to have his copy bound and kept in his library.
The letter initially appears uncharacteristically conciliatory to authority,
containing phrases such as ‘I humbly submitted my case to the Queen’
and ‘traditional respect of justice’. However, there is a note of threat to it,
and he is effectively offering his correspondents a chance to remedy the
situation before Murray is forced to go public. Murray is also unable to
resist throwing in a bit of gossip, claiming that ‘Lord Beaconsfield wishes
to be removed from the Premiership as soon as public business will allow
him to retire’.
Grenville Murray deserves to be better remembered, and this is a lively
document of the twilight years of one of England’s most caustic and vital
journalists.

1877

£750

106

MURRAY

107

107.

108

(MURRAY, Eustace Clare Grenville) Trois-Etoiles. The Member for
Paris. A tale of the second empire. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Smith, Elder.
Contemp. blue half calf, spine gilt in compartments, deep red leather labels.
Armorial bookplates of Joseph Gundry on leading pastedowns, bookplate of
Robert J. Hayhurst on leading f.e.p., vol. I. v.g.
¶Not in Sadleir; Wolff 5053. BL; London, and Oxford only on Copac;
OCLC adds five further copies. Eustace Grenville Murray, 1824-1881,
was a journalist and diplomatist; a scurrilous writer, he was famously
horsewhipped outside the Conservative Club for insulting Lord Carrington.
Written in the second year of Murray’s self-imposed Parisian exile, having
fled England rather than face libel charges.
The protagonist is Horace Gerold, heir to a dukedom that has been propped
up by profits from the slave trade, whose attempts to quell his conscience
are starkly and cleverly drawn. Murray’s work is exciting because it is
so frequently driven by acute personal animus. This novel is no exception
and is a detailed, personal, and psychologically complex satire, which
deftly portrays the strain that the competing demands of morality, politics,
and commerce place on a modern individual.

1871
108.

£380

HOLLAND, BELGIUM, PRUSSIA AND NORTHERN GERMANY
MURRAY, John, pub. A Hand-Book for Travellers on the Continent; being
a guide through Holland, Belgium, Prussia and Northern Germany. 2nd edn.
John Murray. Half title, text in 2 columns, folding map at end. Ad. laid down
on leading pastedown. Orig. fine-grained pink cloth by Remnant & Edmonds,
bordered in blind, lettered in gilt; v. sl. scuff to rear board, spine & edges a little
faded. Contemp. inscription, ‘Vienna 1838’ on leading f.e.p. A nice crisp copy.
1838
£220

NATIONAL ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE

109.

MEMBERSHIP CARD
NATIONAL ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE. Membership Card for the
National Anti-Corn Law League. National Anti-Corn Law League. Etching on
recto only of cream card, completed in ms.; sl. thumbed. 11.5 x 15cm.
¶The membership card of Mr T. Windcott,
registered by W(?). The membership
number is not recorded. The etching
shows a starving family praying beneath
a quote from the Lord’s Prayer: ‘Give
us this day our daily bread’. Although
the first Anti-Corn Law Association was
established in 1836, it was not until 1838
that a national League was established
by Richard Cobden and John Bright,
amongst others, to combine all such local
associations. The National Anti-Corn
Law League spearheaded one of the
first and most important mass political
campaigns in British politics, fighting to end the artificially high price of
bread maintained by the Corn Laws which imposed tariffs on imported
wheat. Its influence was crucial in causing the 1846 abolition of the Corn
Laws by Sir Robert Peel and established a model for successful future
popular political pressure groups.
This example is one of two membership card designs for the League. The
other illustrates two scenes; the first of a poor family eating expensive
bread; the second of a prosperous family eating cheap bread; both
beneath the banner: ‘He that witholdeth bread the people shall curse him’.

[c.1840]
110.

£320 †

PANORAMA OF ETIQUETTE
ONWHYN, Thomas. Etiquette Illustrated; or, Hints on how to conduct
oneself in the best society. By an X. M.C. Ackermann & Co. 23pp uncoloured
engraved panorama; sl. dusted & lightly browned. Folded into orig. glazed
yellow paper boards, illus. printed title onlay; neatly rebacked, title label sl.
worn. Bookplate of Colin Malcolm Paul on following pastedown.
¶BL, V&A and Oxford only on Copac. Designed and etched by T.
Onwhyn. A satirical panorama on the exceedingly complicated art of
Victorian etiquette. With headings including: The Ball Room, Salutations,
Visiting, Dress, Dinner Parties, and Taking Your Departure.

[1849]

£950

PAYN

111.

WITH AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED
PAYN, James. Gleams of Memory, with some reflections.
FIRST EDITION. Smith, Elder & Co. Half title, final ad. leaf;
top corner of leading f.e.p. attached to pastedown. Orig. blue
cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. rubbed at head, rear board sl.
marked, a little cocked. ALS tipped in to half-title.
¶James Payn, 1830-1898, novelist and journal editor. This memoir
is concise and well written. In the ALS to ‘my dear old friend’,
he describes the ill-health that famously blighted his final years,
bemoaning his ‘crippled fingers’ and the necessity of being ‘carried
about like a child’ - a mournful contrast with the rebellious energy
of his early life as described in the book. Nonetheless, the letter
retains a generosity of spirit, and Payn expresses gratitude for his
‘dear wife’ and his friends who are ‘so good as to’ play (presumably
at cards ‘with their crippled friend’.

1894

£150

PERIODICALS
112.

The Great Gun. Vol. I, no. 1, Saturday, November 16, 1844 - to vol. II, no.
33, June 28, 1845. Robert Palmer. 33 folio issues, illus; all but 8 incomplete,
10 lacking the first leaf & 14 the final leaf, seemingly never bound in here.
Contemp. half calf, marbled paper boards, maroon morocco title label on front
board; sl. rubbed. Book label of M.R.H. Hartley; embossed stamp of B.J.N.
Edwards F.S.A.
¶Copac records BL only although not stating issues; OCLC adds the same
number of issues as here at NYPL, and copies at the Newberry, Pittsburgh
and Bristol only. A rather frustrating run of a short-lived and rare satirical
periodical established in the shadow of the enormously popular Punch
or The London Charivari, established in 1841 by, amongst others, Henry
Mayhew. ‘The Great Gun’, the editor declares in its first number, ‘salutes
society by the sound of many voices, by the eloquence of many pens. It
speaks trumpet-tongued with fire in its heart and thunder upon its farsped wings to all the world of mind and intellect, and busy teeming
through’. Its intention was to create a ‘“Paper for every home”, binding
classes together, and blending features which, although fairly mixable,
have not met before’. The illustrations are largely by Edmund Evans, but
with contributions from Ebenezer Landells (Evans’s tutor and founder of
Punch), Hablot K. Browne, Henry George Hine and Alfred Crowquill.
Varying from vignettes and illustrated letters to full page satires attacking
all and sundry in the spotlight of society. As with many other imitators
of Punch, The Great Gun did not last long, the ink drying after only 33
issues.

1844-45
113.

£250

NORTHERN RADICALISM
Northern Tribune. A periodical for the people. Vol. I. Newcastle-on-Tyne:
Joseph Barlow. Illus, 1 folding map. Contemp. wavy-grained red cloth,
bordered in blind, spine lettered in gilt; rubbed, dulled & sl. damp marked.
¶The Northern Tribune, with its wonderful slogan ‘Light! More Light!’,
ran only to the ninth issue of its second volume. An inspiring and evenhanded document of industrial working-class erudition, it opens with

112

PERIODICALS
a clear ‘Exposition of Principles’. A wide range of topics is covered,
including Poland, and the noble character of the Poles, with coloured
folding map. ‘The Suffrage and the War’; the European reformers
Giuseppe Garibaldi and Lajos Kossuth; book reviews, and ‘Democracy in
Newcastle on Tyne’.

1854

£280

113

114.

114

ADVOCATING POPULAR RIGHTS
O’CONNOR, Feargus and JONES, Ernest, eds. The Labourer; a monthly
magazine of politics, literature, poetry etc. Vols I & II. Northern Star Office. 2
vols in 1. Front. port. Contemp. pebble-grained green binder’s cloth, red sheep
label; a little rubbed.
¶Four copies only on Copac. The Labourer ran to four volumes between
1847 and 1848, intended as ‘a monthly companion magazine to the
Northern Star which intended to place “poetry and romance side by side
with politics and history”’. It offers a rich source of Chartist poetry and
fiction. Jones wrote much of the fiction, and undertook the lion’s share of
editorial duties, but both men were exceptionally dynamic characters and
gifted public speakers, and this publication shows the romantic, idealistic
engine behind the labour movement in contrast to the practicalities
expressed in its sister publication, The Northern Star. Writing in the
preface to volume I, the editors state that ‘our object has been more
instruction than amusement - we, however, had one great goal before our
eyes - the redemption of the Working Classes from the thraldom - and to
this object we have made the purpose of each article subservient’. ‘“The
Labourer”’, it continues, ‘is one of the very few magazines which supply
their readers with entirely original matter - and the only one which fully
and fearlessly stands forward as the advocate of popular rights’. The very
first contribution is a poem, by Jones, entitled ‘The Labourer; a Christmas
Carol’:
In a cottage on a moor
Famine’s feeble children cried,
The frost knocked sharply at the door,
And hunger welcom’d him inside ...’

1847

£480

PERIODICALS

115

115.

115

116

(SMELLEY, William.) The Man in the Moon. Consisting of essays and
critiques on the politics, morals, manners, drama, &c. of the present day. No.
1, 12th Nov. 1803 - no. 24, 26 Jan. 1804. Printed for S. Highley. Collective
titlepage, 24 small 12mo issues, signed in 4s, stamped; a little browned in
places. Expertly rebound in drab boards, printed paper label.
¶BL, NLS & Oxford only on Copac with a short run of three issues at
Manchester. The last copy to appear at auction in 1983 was incomplete
and defective. An alien observer who casts judgement on earthlings (and
in particular the English) was an established frame for satire by this time.
The lunar gentleman is pithily critical of the theatre, observing that the
title of John Till Allingham’s Hearts of Oak ‘would have suited any other
play just as well’, and insightful about the brotherhood of man, declaring
‘I confess that when I see the Protestant in his church, the Roman Catholic
in his chapel, or the Bramin in his mosque, all addressing the same deity,
I feel love and respect for each, and venerate the duty they are engaged
in’. He ends by discussing the role of logic in ethics, and the final issue penned by his earthly editor - discusses the concept of ‘enemies’ and those
who play a disruptive role in society.

1803-04
_____
116.

£850

PHILLIPS, Edward. Theatrum Poetarum Anglicanorum: containing brief
characters of the English poets, down to the year 1675. 3rd edn reprinted at
the expence, and with the notes, of Egerton Brydges. Geneva: from the press
of Bonnant. Handsomely bound in later 19thC full green calf, triple gilt-ruled
borders, gilt spines; hinges a little rubbed, sl. bump to lower corner of front
board. Armorial bookplate of Charles W.G. Howard on leading f.e.p. a.e.g.
¶Phillips, 1630-c.1696, was the nephew, pupil, and amanuensis of John
Milton. According to the ODNB, the present volume is ‘uneven but it
includes considered accounts of Shakespeare and Marlowe, a well-written
introductory ‘discourse on poets and poetry’, a panegyric on his brother
John, and a reticent allusion to his famous uncle’.

1824

£280

PUGIN

117

117.

PUGIN SKETCHES
(PUGIN, Augustus Northmore Welby) AYLING, Stephen. Photographs
from Sketches by Augustus Welby N. Pugin. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. 4to.
S. Ayling. Half titles, front. vol. I, photos laid down 2 per page on rectos only;
occasional spotting, index vol. II spotted. Untrimmed, orig. brown pebblegrained cloth blocked in gilt, morocco-grained calf spines, brown morocco
labels lettered in gilt; spines a little rubbed. Blind stamp of Scarisbrick Hall
near Ormskirk to half title, vol. I.
¶Augustus Pugin, 1812-1852, was a designer, architect, and one of the
leading lights of the Gothic Revival. His most famous achievement is
designing the tower at the north end of the palace of Westminster, which
houses Big Ben. Pugin’s architectural training was remarkable in that his
knowledge was largely developed in sketches undertaken in Europe. This
volume contains detailed photographs of 500 such sketches, and is hugely
illuminating as to the stylistic formation of one of Britain’s most renowned
architects.

1865

£1,200

REVERSIBLE

118

118.

REVERSIBLE DRAWING
REVERSIBLE. Courtship / Matrimony. Orig. pencil & black ink drawing,
image 13 x 10cm, on thick paper.
¶A humorous reversible drawing, depicting, in profile, a grotesque
couple gazing at one another. Viewed one way up, the drawing is titled
‘Courtship’, and shows the smiling couple as they look lovingly into one
another’s eyes; turned 180 degrees, the scene becomes ‘Matrimony’,
and the loving smiles have turned to bitter frowns. This playful drawing
is unsigned and undated, but judging by the hats, collars & bonnets, it
appears to be from the early to mid-nineteenth century.

[c.1840?]
119.

£45 †

‘NOTORIOUS HOUSEBREAKER AND FOOTPAD’
RICHARDSON, Thomas, pub. The Life and Exploits of Jack Sheppard a
notorious housebreaker and footpad; giving a full account of his numerous
robberies; his escape from the new prison; his commitment to Newgate ...
hung at Tyburn. 12mo. Derby: Thomas Richardson. Fine fold. hand-coloured
front. Orig. green printed wrappers, spine split at fold, extremities a little worn.
Embossed stamp of Nottingham Public on front cover. 24pp.
¶BL, Oxford and Bishopsgate only on Copac. Chapbook account of Jack
Sheppard, who thrice escaped from prison before submitting to the rope.
The frontispiece shows six scenes from his life.

[c.1830]

£380

119

ROBINSON

DEPORTMENT OF SCHOOLBOYS
120. ROBINSON, John. A Manual of Manners; or, Hints for
the proper deportment of school boys. FIRST EDITION.
16mo. Hamilton, Adams, & Co. Front.; sl. spotting.
Orig. printed drab brown boards; respined in later black
morocco; a little rubbed. 90pp.

1829
121.

¶BL, Nottingham and UCL only on Copac. ‘The
compiler is aware ... that a genteel deportment in its
highest polish, can only be acquired by association with
genteel people. Yet the science of good-manners has a
theory as well as a practice ... Indeed, if books afford
no assistance in the acquisition of a polite deportment,
then some of our celebrated writers have employed
their pens in vain’. Divided into six parts: Behaviour
in the different relations of life; Behaviour at home;
Deportment in company; Keeping company; Attitude.

£380

RUSKIN, John. Hortus Inclusus. Messages from the wood to the garden,
sent in happy days from the sisters of the Thwaite, Coniston, by their thankful
friend. FIRST EDITION. George Allen. Half title. Orig. green cloth; a little
rubbed at head and tail of spine, sl. mottling to boards. v.g.
¶See also item 60.

1887
RUSSELL, William Clark

£40

William Clark Russell, 1844-1911, was a merchant seaman, novelist, and nautical
columnist for the Daily Telegraph. Admired by Melville, first editions of his seafaring
novels are extremely sought after and scarce in commerce.
All titles are v.g. unless otherwise stated, bound in original blue cloth, with author’s
signature blocked in blind on front board.

122.

John Holdsworth Chief Mate. 7th & cheaper edn. Sampson,
Low, Marston & Co. Half title.
¶See Wolff 6029 for the 1875 first edition.

1895
123.

Mrs. Dines’ Jewels: a mid-Atlantic romance. (New &
cheaper edn.) Sampson, Low, Marston & Co.
¶See Wolff 6039 for the 1892 first edition.

[c.1895]
124.

£50

My Watch Below; or, Yarns Spun When Off Duty. New &
cheaper edn. Sampson, Low, Marston & Co. Front.
¶See Wolff 6044 for the 1882 first edition.

1895
125.

£50

£50

An Ocean Free-Lance: from a privateersman’s log of 1812.
A new edn. Sampson, Low, Marston & Co. Half title. Sl.
cocked & dulled.
¶See Wolff 6046 for the 1881 first edition.

[c.1895]

£40

RUSSELL

126.

A Sailor’s Sweetheart: an account of the wreck of the sailing ship
“Waldershare,” from the narrative of Mr. William Lee, second mate. New &
cheaper edn. Sampson, Low, Marston & Co. Half title, front. photo. port.
¶See Wolff 6058 for the 1881 first edition.

1894
127.

A Sea Queen. A novel. New & cheaper edn. Sampson, Low, Marston & Co.
Sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶See Wolff 6059 for the 1883 first edition.

1894
128.

£50

£45

The Wreck of the “Grosvenor”: an account of the mutiny of the crew and
the loss of the ship when trying to make the Bermudas. New & cheaper edn.
Sampson, Low, Marston & Co. Front. photo. port.
¶See Wolff 6074 for the 1877 first edition. The photographic portrait is of
a seventeen year old Russell dressed in his merchant sailor’s uniform.

1894
_____
129.

£50

(SHAKESPEARE, William) Twelve Ink Sketches, based on quotations from
Shakespeare. 12 pen & ink sketches, sizes range from 6.5 x 9cm to 10.5 x
16cm. All are laid on card; some browning to images, occasional chips to
mounts.
¶12 original humorous interpretations of lines or characters from
Shakespeare plays.
1. ‘Death, that dark spirit ...’ Coriolanus.
2. ‘The eyes have seen the foot above the head.’ Timon of Athens.
3. ‘Lovers ever run before the clock’ Merchant of Venice.
4. ‘Cry havock & let slip the dogs of war!’ (Julius Caesar).
5. ‘Oh flesh, flesh, how art thou fishified!’ Romeo & Juliet.
6. ‘I am a scribbled form ...’ King John.
7. ‘Time goes on crutches.’ Much Ado About Nothing.
8. ‘He must needs go, that the devil drives.’ All’s Well that Ends Well.
9. ‘A Jack in Office.’ Jack Guardant in Coriolanus.
10. ‘We do sugar o’er the devil himself!’ Hamlet.
11. ‘He doth bestride the narrow world.’ Julius Caesar. With: ‘A king of
shreds & patches.’ Hamlet.
12. ‘His heavy hand hath bowed thee to the grave!’ Macbeth.

[c.1840?]

£180†

129

SKEFFINGTON

130.

A DANDY DEMANDS PLAYS FROM HIS BOOKSELLER
SKEFFINGTON, Sir Lumley St. George, 2nd Baronet. AL (in the third
person) to ‘Mr. Carpenter, Bookseller’, from Skeffington Hall, Leicestershire,
December 4th, 1798. ‘Mr Skeffington is surprised that he has not received
an answer to his last letter to Mr. Carpenter ...’ 32 lines on both sides of a 4to
sheet with integral address panel; tear caused by opening, further internal tear
with sl. loss of a few words.
¶Although Sir William Charles Farrell-Skeffington, 1st Baronet, was very
much alive in 1798, this letter, referring to ‘Mr Skeffington’, is almost
certainly from his son, Sir Lumley St. George Skeffington. Aged only
17 in 1798, Lumley St. George went on to become a noted Dandy and
playwright and had a colour, Skeffington Brown, named after him.
The letter illustrates a demanding, and at times impatient, set of requests
from book buyer to bookseller. ‘If the books are not already sent from
London, Mr. S wishes that the Comedy of Wonder, which he ordered, may
be sewed in stiff cartridge paper covered with some handsome marbled
paper (that sort which has dark green and red in the mixture) a[s] it is for
a particular purpose. The leaves to be made green, and the book to open
easy. A quire of such paper as this note is written on is likewise required.
There is a quarto play, which is neither very old or scarce, entitled “All
for the Better” for which Mr. S. will give an extravagant price if Mr. C.
will take the trouble to enquire for it’. In a postscript, he specifies which
edition of The Wonder he would like (‘Bell’s old edition; or else Lownds’
edition, but not Bell’s new one’) and asks to be sent another copy of
‘Count Benerowsky, or the conspiracy of Kamscatka’ (sic).
The comedy, The Wonder; a woman keeps a secret, by Susanna Centlivre,
first published in 1714, was first printed by John Bell in 1776, and by
Lownds in 1759. Count Benyowsky; or, The Conspiracy of Kamtschathka,
a German play by Baron Kotzebue, was first published in 1798.

1798

£250 †

SLIPSONG

131

131.

132

133

THE BANKS OF THE NILE
SLIPSONG. A Much Admired Love Song Called the Banks of the
Nile. Dublin: P. Brereton. Single sheet slip song, with two woodcuts.
v.g. 29 x 11cm.
¶Bodleian Ballads Online records two copies, both as part of a 4to
songsheet with two (uncut) slipsongs.
‘Hark the drums are beating love no longer can I atay [sic]
I h[e]ar the bugle sounding that call I must ob[e]y
Were order’d out to portsmouth a many a long mile
To join the British army on the Banks of the Nile’.

[c.1867]
132.

£50 †

SMART, Hawley. A Racing Rubber: a novel. 3rd edn. F.V. White. Half title.
Ads on e.ps. ‘Yellowback’, orig. white pictorial boards; extremities a little
rubbed.
¶Topp vol. VII, p.53. This edition not recorded on Copac; OCLC notes
copies at Illinois and National Library of Australia only. Smart’s last
novel completed just before his death, and with a preface by his widow
defending horse-racing as a subject for novels. The front board illustration
depicts a female circus performer on horseback. Back cover advertisement
for Brooke’s Monkey Brand Soap: ‘won’t wash clothes’.

1896
133.

£120

STERNE, Laurence. The Works of Laurence Sterne, in five volumes. With
the life of the author, written by himself. 5 vols in 4. Samuel Richards & Co.
Contemp. half calf over marbled boards, spines dec. & lettered in gilt; hinges
& extremities sl. rubbed. Booksellers ticket of H. Edsall, Walworth Road
on leading pastedown of vol. I; vols I & II with ink ownership signatures of
Hannah Bass, signature neatly excised from vol. III. A charming little set of
Sterne’s works.
¶Includes: Memoirs of the Life and Family of the Late Reverend Mr.
Laurence Sterne, Written by Himself; The Life and Opinions of Tristram
Shandy, Gentleman; A Sentimental Journey Through France and
Italy; Letters by Laurence Sterne; An Impromptu; The Fragment; and
Introduction to the History of a Good Warm Watch-Coat.

1823

£150

STRUBE

134

134.

KAISER’S KALENDAR
STRUBE S., and BLOOD, W.F. The Kaiser’s Kalendar for 1915. Or, The
dizzy dream of demented Willie. Price one penny. The Daily Express. 12pp
oblong 8vo, printed wraps. Printed on poor quality paper, sl. dusted.
¶BL, Oxford, Leicester, Manchester, Birmingham on Copac. 1915
calendar with 14 three-quarter page cartoons. ‘March: I crown myself in
Westminster Abbey ...’

(1914)

£35

135. THOMPSON, D’Arcy Wentworth. Nursery
Nonsense; or, Rhymes without Reason, illustrated
by C.H. Bennett. FIRST EDITION. Griffith
& Farran. Engr. front. & title, illus., 32pp cata.
Orig. pebble-grained blue cloth, bordered in blind,
pictorially blocked in gilt; a little rubbed & faded.
Ownership inscription of Louisa Sophia Keith on
leading pastedown. 56pp.
¶D’arcy Wentworth Thompson, 1860-1948,
was an enormously influential zoologist and
classicist, whose mathematical conceptions of
nature inspired figures as diverse as Turing,
Lévi-Strauss, and Le Corbusier. We see
a lighter, rather more madcap, side to his
thinking in this wonderful collaboration with
the great comic illustrator C.H. Bennett, filled
with dancing weasels, foolish geese, and
didactic donkeys.

1864

£250

TYNDALL

SCARCE MOUNTAINEERING BOOK
IN ORIGINAL CLOTH
136. TYNDALL, John. Mountaineering in 1861. A
vacation tour. FIRST EDITION. Longmans.
Half title, engr. front., plate, 8pp cata. E.ps
unevenly faded. Orig. brown wavy-grained cloth
by Edmonds & Remnants, borders in blind; wear
to head & tail of spine, following hinge sl. worn.
Ownership of A. Hutchinson on leading f.e.p.
¶John Tyndall, 1820-1893, was a
mountaineer and physicist who - with F.W.
Hawkins - made one of the earliest attempts
on the Matterhorn. The rigour of his science
does not impede his relish for danger or his
appreciation of natural beauty.

1862
137.

138.

£280

WHYTE-MELVILLE, George John. Songs and Verses. FIRST EDITION.
Ward, Lock & Bowden. Half title. Orig. sage-green cloth, bright blue cloth
spine, lettered in gilt. Ownership inscription on verso of half title.
[1870]
£40
PRESENTATION COPY IN BOARDS
(WICKHAM, Henry & CRAMER, John Antony). A Dissertation on the
Passage of Hannibal over the Alps. FIRST EDITION. Oxford: W. Baxter.
Half title, folding map front., 3 folding maps at end. Orig. drab boards, red
paper spine & corners, worn printed paper label; spine cracked, hinges worn.
Presentation inscription to ‘The Right Honble Lord Grenville, Chancellor of the
University with the authors’ most respectful compliments’ on leading pastedown.
¶A gripping well-researched account of Hannibal’s epic journey.

1820

138

£350

WILLIAMS

139.

BANK ROBBERY - ESCAPED WITHOUT TRACE
WILLIAMS, E.J. Bank Robbers, How They Work and How to Foil Them.
This book gives in detail the workings and System of bank burglars, holdup
thieves, daylight bank bandits, sneak thieves, forgers, check and draft
swindlers and depredations of all kinds against banks, and how to prevent and
meet all attacks. For the protection and information of banks, bankers and
bank employes (sic.) Chicago: A.F. Keller & Co. Orig. drab brown printed
wrappers, yapp edges sl. chipped.
¶Not recorded on Copac or OCLC. This is, perhaps, unsurprising;
described as ‘the first work of the kind ever published’, it clearly provides
as much information to potential robbers as to the bankers trying to
prevent theft: the first chapter, for instance is titled ‘Method of selecting
and inspecting a bank to be burglarised’. The author was ‘twenty-five
years chief of the bank crime detection department of an international
detective agency’.
There was a significant increase in bank robberies in the USA during the
1920s and alarm systems and concrete vaults were introduced to counter
the threat.

1920
140.

£350

RARE BOATING MANUAL
(WOOD, John George) Rowing and Sailing. With illustrations. George
Routledge & Sons. Half title, illus., 4pp ads. Sewn in plain blue wrappers. A
nice copy. 96pp.
¶OCLC lists six copies only of this 1865 printing. First published 1862.
A small format guide to boating, including sections on ‘Selection of the
Men’, ‘Treatment on the Day of the Race’, and ‘Purchase of Boats’.

1865

£65

140

139

A
SUMMER
MISCELLANY

